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STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 20003D TERRAIN RECONSTRUCTION USING SCATTERED DATASETSDUMITRU RADOIU AND ADRIAN ROMANAbstrat. The paper presents a sienti� visualization tehnique using sat-tered data. The visualization system is based both on modules written bythe authors, implementing ontrolled Shepard interpolation algorithm andready-to-use VTK lasses.
1. IntrodutionThe proposed visualization system is based both on modules written by theauthors (implementing sub-sampling, re-sampling and ontrolled Shepard inter-polation algorithm), sustaining the modeling level, and VTK lasses [4℄, for thelogial visualization and physial visualization level.The appliation goal is to transform the 2D data, representing the altitude mea-sured in some known points, non-uniform distributed, into interative 3D maps.The struture of the output data/�les should allow the Internet distribution. Themain issues are the speed and auray of the used algorithms [7℄.A �le that ontains the non-uniform distributed data, namely, represents thedata set: the position of the nodes on a horizontal plane and the orrespond-ing altitudes. The ontrolled re-sampling of the input data solves the modelingproblem; in order to obtain a uniform distributed data set. The re- samplingpropagates the loal properties (the altitude value) towards the unknown-valuedpoints. The propagation is implemented using the modi�ed loal Shepard inter-polation. A number of onstraints are neessary [5, 2, 3℄. The whole proess isdesribed below.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 65D18.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. I.3.6 [Computing Methodologies℄: ComputerGraphis { Methodology and Tehniques. 3



4 DUMITRU RADOIU AND ADRIAN ROMANThe uniform distributed data set is visualized using the warping of a plan,taking into aount the orresponding altitude of eah point [1, 6℄. Arti�iallyassoiated olors allow a better pereption of the visualized objet.2. Re-sampling of the data setThe data set analysis shows that the input data set is non-uniform, meaningthat the data is represented by unonneted nodes and their assoiated altitudes.In order to obtain a uniform distribution, as requested by the logial visualizationlevel, a re-sampling of the data set is performed.We denote by N the number of non-uniform distributed points on a plane, in aonsidered domain B.(1) (xi; yi); i = 1; : : : ; N(2) (xi; yi) 2 B � R2The orresponding altitudes are given by funtion f : B ! R, whih assoiatesto eah point (xi; yi) a real value f(xi; yi) denoted by fi.The visualization platform used, personal omputers, and the dimension ofthe data set, 25500 nodes, imposed the use of a modi�ed version of the loalShepard interpolation. The introdued onstraints had as result an importantspeed improvement.We denote by � the interpolation funtion � : B ! R. The Shepard interpola-tion funtion is expressed as sum of weights:(3) �(x; y) = NXj=1wj(x; y)fjThe interpolation funtion has to ful�ll the ondition:(4) �(xi; yi) = fi; i = 1; : : : ; N:Then weight funtion is supposed to:



3D TERRAIN RECONSTRUCTION USING SCATTERED DATA SETS 5(5) NXj=1wj(x; y) = 1:(6) wj(x; y) =8><>: � 0 for all (x; y) 2 B= 1 for (x; y) = (xj ; yj)= 0 for (x; y) = (xk ; yk); k 6= i; (xk; yk) 62 BThe weights of the loal Shepard interpolation are de�ned below:(7) 8>>><>>>: wj(x; y) = 1	�jPNi=1 1	�i ; 0 < � <1; with	j(x; y) = ( Rrj � 1 for 0 < rj < R;0 for rj � Rwhere rj is the distane between the points (x; y) and (xj ; yj):(8) rj(x; y) =q(x� xj)2 + �y � yj)2; j = 1; : : : ; NR represents the radius of irle, entered in the point (x; y), that determinesthose interpolation points (xi; yi) that are going to inuene the interpolationfuntion. We onsider � = 2.The N nodes an be seen as belonging to a retangle de�ned by the oordinates(xmin; ymin) and (xmax; ymax), where:(9) xmin = minfxj jj = 1; : : : ; Ngxmax = maxfxj jj = 1; : : : ; Ngymin = minfyj jj = 1; : : : ; Ngymax = maxfyj jj = 1; : : : ; NgThe retangle area that ontains all the interpolation points is:(10) A = (xmax � xmin)(ymax � ymin):The minimum value of R an be easily approximated. We assoiate to eahnode (xj ; yj) a region that has the area equal to A/N. If the N initial nodes wouldbe uniform distributed then eah region should ontain only one node (Figure 4).R minimum is, in fat, the diagonal of the retangle of area A=N .The idea is to propagate the loal properties, introdued by the initial N nodes,to all points. We start from the point:



6 DUMITRU RADOIU AND ADRIAN ROMAN

Figure 1. The data set representing Dealul Melilor (Bra�sov)(isoline representation)(11) xCM = PNi=1 xi � f(xi; yiPNi=1 xi(12) yCM = PNi=1 yi � f(xi; yiPNi=1 yiThe starting point an be hosen, as well, by other tehniques: lustering, visualinspetion, et.Algorithm Controlled Loal Shepard InterpolationInputData: A set of N nodes on a plane, the number of olumns and rowsused for re- sampling, the oordinates of the starting point (optional)Outputata: A uniform data set



3D TERRAIN RECONSTRUCTION USING SCATTERED DATA SETS 7

Figure 2. The data set representing Dealul Melilor (Brasov)(visualized by the splatting tehnique and the iso- surfaes gener-ation)
(1) For the N node we �nd xmin, ymin, xmax and ymax.(2) We ompute R minimum.(3) We generate the uniform data set.(4) We searh for the starting point for interpolation.(5) We use the above desribed interpolation funtion to ompute the at-tribute value.(6) We insert the omputed value in the set of the interpolation points.(7) We repeat the steps 5 and 6 overing the nodes in a spiral motion forthe whole grid.



8 DUMITRU RADOIU AND ADRIAN ROMAN

Figure 3. Visualization of the uniform distributed data set, rep-resenting Dealul Melilor (Brasov) (warping tehnique); the warp-ing fator is exaggerated for better pereption

Figure 4. The retangle with all the interpolation points3. WarpingThe 3D reonstrution of the terrain is performed by warping taking into a-ount the orresponding altitude of eah point. The warping is done by the move-ment of the points of a 2D surfae following the normal diretion to the surfae.The warping is ontrolled by a saling fator (Figure 3).



3D TERRAIN RECONSTRUCTION USING SCATTERED DATA SETS 94. Artifiially assoiated olorsThe pereption of the terrain harateristis ould be improved by olors arti�-ially assoiated to eah point, the olor mapping taking into aount the altitude.Generally, if there is no attribute to be diretly mapped into a olor table,the neessary attributes have to be generated. A �lter produing salar valuesorresponding to a ertain altitude does the salar generation.5. ConlusionsThe 3D visualization of the terrain remains a hot issue. The ontrolled loalShepard interpolation algorithm has to be further tested against standard datasets.Our tests inluded:� known uniform funtions were sampled and the values were visualized;� data sets were then sub-sampled uniformly or non-uniformly;� resulted data set was used as input data for the modeling module imple-menting our modi�ed Shepard algorithm;� the starting point was automatially hosen or it was hosen as result ofa visual inspetion of the non-uniform distributed data set (Figure 2);� the two visual objets, obtained from the initial data set and the inter-polated data set, respetively, were visually inspeted.The 3D visualization of the terrain an be performed automatially if the properinterfae is implemented. Referenes[1℄ Brodie K., Butt S., Mashwama P., Visualization of Surfae Data to Preserve Positivity andOther Simple Constraints, Computer and Graphis, Vol. 17, No 2, 1985, p. 55{64[2℄ Brodlie K., Mashwama P., \Controlled Interpolation for Sienti� Visualization" in \Sienti�Visualization", Overview, Methodologies, Tehniques, IEEE Computer Soiety, 1997, p. 253{276.[3℄ Nielsen G. M., \Sattered Data Modelling", IEEE Computer Graphis and Appliations, Vol.13, No. 1, 1993, p. 60{70[4℄ Radoiu D., \VTK in Desktop Sienti� Visualization", in Advaned Eduational Tehnolo-gies, Editura Universitatii Petru Maior, 1999, p. 21{30[5℄ Radoiu D., \Interpolare Shepard loala u restritii", Comuniare, Sesiunea de omuniari aadrelor didatie, Universitatea Petru Maior, 1999



10 DUMITRU RADOIU AND ADRIAN ROMAN[6℄ Rupreht D., Muller H., Image Warping with Sattered Data Interpolation, IEEE ComputerGraphis and Appliations, Marh 1995, p. 37{43[7℄ Stewart A. James, \Fast Horizon Computation al All points of a Terrain With Visibility andShading Appliations", IEEE Transations on Visualization and Computer Graphis, Jan-Marh 1998, Vol4, nr 1, pp. 82{93Universitatea Petru Maior, Târgu MuresUniversitatea Politehnia Buures�ti



STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000PARALLEL VERIFICATION AND ENUMERATION OFTOURNAMENTSG�ABOR P�ECSY AND L�ASZL�O SZ}UCSAbstrat. The area of tournaments is extensively disussed in literature.In this artile the authors introdue asymptotially optimal sequential algo-rithms for the veri�ation of sore vetors and sore sequenes and a sequen-tial polynomial algorithm for enumeration of omplete tournaments. Theextensions of these algorithms to di�erent parallel arhitetures inludingCREW PRAM, linear array, mesh and hyperube are also presented. It isshown that most of the parallel algorithms disussed here are work-optimalextensions of the sequential ones.1. IntrodutionRound-robin tournaments are popular in the world of sport, games or eletionsand they are very muh disussed in omputer siene as well. A tournament isan n�n real matrix. The elements of the main diagonal tii equal to zero and thepairs of symmetri elements tij : tji give the result of the math between Pi (thei-th player) and Pj . The sum of the elements of the i-th row (si) is alled the soreof the i-th player. A non-dereasingly ordered sequene of the sores is the soresequene of the tournament.The most usually disussed problems regarding tournaments inlude:� Veri�ation of a sore sequene/sore vetor means the deision if thereexists a tournament for a given sore sequene/sore vetor.� Enumeration of sore sequenes means the ounting of the possible dif-ferent sore sequenes for a given number of players (n).The outline of the paper is as follows. The following setion desribes theproblems and the used omputational models more formally. Setion 3 deals withveri�ation problems and their sequential and parallel solutions.Then Setion 42000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 05C20, 68Q25, 65Y05.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. G.2.1 [Disrete mathematis℄: Combinatoris {Counting problems; F.2.2 [Analysis of algorithms and problem omplexity℄: Nonnumer-ial algorithms and problems { Computations on disrete strutures C.1.4 [Proessor arhi-tetures℄: Parallel arhitetures { Distributed arhitetures .11



12 G�ABOR P�ECSY AND L�ASZL�O SZ}UCSpresents our results about enumeration. Finally, a table summarizes the resultswith possible future works. 2. Basi notions2.1. Tournaments.Tournament: A round-robin tournament is an n�n real matrix Tn = [tij ℄(n � 2). The elements of the main diagonal tii equal to zero and thepairs of symmetri elements tij : tji give the result of the math betweenPi (the i-th player) and Pj . tij = tji means a draw, while tij > tji meansthe win of Pi against Pj .Sore vetor: The sum of the elements of the i-th row (si) is alled thesore of the i-th player and the vetor (s1; : : : ; sn) is alled the sorevetor of the tournament.Sore sequene: A non-dereasingly ordered sequene of the sores is de-noted by q =< q1; : : : ; qn > and is alled the sore sequene of thetournament.Complete tournament: We all a tournament omplete if in it the per-mitted elements are 0 and 1 and the sum of the symmetri elements(tij+tji;where i 6= j) is always 1. A set of tournaments is alled ompletefor a given n if it ontains all possible n player omplete tournaments.2.2. Computational models.Sequential model: A RAM running pseudo-ode similar to struturedprogramming languages.PRAM: Parallel RAM, onsists of a shared memory and possibly in�-nite number of RAMs whih operate with the same pseudo ode as inthe sequential ase. Depending on the methods of aessing the sharedmemory there are di�erent types of PRAM.EREW: Exlusive Read Exlusive WriteERCW: Exlusive Read Conurrent WriteCREW: Conurrent Read Exlusive WriteCRCW: Conurrent Read Conurrent WriteAs onurrent read of shared memory is usually allowed while the resultof onurrent write is ambigous we deided to use CREW PRAM in ourstudy.Linear array: A linear array onsists of p proessors (named 1; 2; : : : ; p).Proessor i has two diret bidiretional interonnetion links to its neigh-bouring proessors (i� 1 and i+1) exept proessor 1 and p whih hasonly one neighbour.



PARALLEL VERIFICATION AND ENUMERATION OF TOURNAMENTS 13Mesh: A mesh is an a � b grid in whih there is a proessor at eah gridpoint. The edges orrespond to ommuniation links and are bidire-tional. In this paper we onsider only square meshes, where a = b.Hyperube: A hyperube of dimension d has p = 2d proessors. Eahproessor an be labeled with a d-bit binary number. A proessor isonneted only to those proessors whih label di�ers in only one bit.Work-optimal: We all a parallel algorithm work-optimal ompared to agiven sequential algorithm if Pn�pSn = O(1), where Sn is the run time ofthe sequential algorithm, Pn is the run time of the parallel algorithmand p is the number of proessors.Notie that if a parallel algorithm is work-optimal ompared to a given asymp-totially optimal sequential algorithm then the parallel algorithm itself is asymp-totially optimal as well. 3. VerifiationVeri�ation of a sore sequene/sore vetor means the deision if there existsa tournament for a given sore sequene/sore vetor. Landau [5℄ proved thefollowing theorem whih gives neessary and suÆient ondition for the existeneof a omplete tournament for a partiular sore sequene.Theorem 1. A non-dereasing sequene of n integers < q1; : : : ; qn > is a soresequene if and only if kXi=1 qi � �k2�for eah k = 1; 2; : : : ; n with equality for k = n.3.1. Sequential algorithm. Theorem 1 an be diretly applied to verify soresequenes as they are ordered non-dereasingly. The following algorithm solvesthis problem in �(n) time and with O(1) auxiliary memory.1 s:=0; i:=1; ok:=(qn<n);2 while i<n and ok loop3 s:=s+qi;4 ok:=s�(i*(i-1)/2);5 i:=i+1;6 end loop7 ok:=ok and (s+qn)=(n*(n-1)/2);8 return ok;Algorithm 1: Sequential algorithm for sore sequene veri�ation



14 G�ABOR P�ECSY AND L�ASZL�O SZ}UCSAs the trivial lower bound for the veri�ation problem is 
(n) | the algorithmhas to read the input | Algorithm 1 is asymptotially optimal for sore sequeneveri�ation.In ase of sore vetors the input is not ordered properly so Theorem 1 (andAlgorithm 1) an not be applied diretly. One possible solution is to sort the inputand then apply Algorithm 1 to the result. It is known that sorting of general keystakes 
(n logn) time but if keys are integer numbers from the range [0..k℄ thenthey an be sorted in O(max(n; k)) time. Suh algorithm an be found in hapter 9of [1℄. In ase of a sore vetor all elements must belong to range [0..n-1℄ so thevetor an be sorted in O(n) time. This ondition an also be veri�ed in O(n)time, so we get the following algorithm.Step 1: Verify whether all elements in the vetor fall in the range [0..n-1℄.If not then the input an not be a sore vetor.Step 2: Sort the input.Step 3: Use Algorithm 1.Algorithm 2: Sequential veri�ation of sore vetorsNote that Algorithm 2 is asymptotially optimal for the same reason as Algo-rithm 1.3.2. Parallel algorithms. In this setion we provide an eÆient way to imple-ment Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 on di�erent parallel arhitetures. 13.2.1. PRAM. On a CREW PRAM Algorithm 1 an be implemented in a verystraightforward way.Step 1: For all proessors ompute the pre�x-sums (ri) of the input se-quene.Step 2: Proessor pi (i := 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1) alulates li := (ri � (i � (i �1)=2)) while pn alulates ln := (rn = (n � (n� 1)=2)).Step 3: Calulate OK := l1 ^ : : : ^ ln using the pre�x omputation algo-rithm with all proessors.Algorithm 3: Simple parallel algorithm for sore sequene veri�ationStep 1 an be done in O(log n) time, Step 2 takes O(1) time and Step 3 isO(log n) again. Note that in ase of CRCW PRAM Step 3 takes only O(1) time.This algorithm uses O(n) proessors and operates in O(log n) time thereforeit is not work-optimal, but it an be improved to run on O( nlogn ) proessorsin O(log n) time whih is work-optimal. To ahieve this we divide the input1It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the pre�x-sum omputation and otherwell-known parallel algorithms summarized in [2℄ as they are building bloks of the followingalgorithms.



PARALLEL VERIFICATION AND ENUMERATION OF TOURNAMENTS 15into logn long piees. Proessor pi will sequentially alulate pre�x-sums ofs(i�1) logn+1; : : : ; si logn. Then the proessors will apply the original pre�x ompu-tation algorithm on the sums of the piees. In the third step eah proessor willupdate the pre�x-sums of the orresponding piee by adding the sum of all theprevious piees. After this the proessors will alulate li values sequentially for allelements belonging to them and �nally they perform a pre�x omputation using thesame algorithm as for the pre�x-sum alulation to determine OK := l1 ^ : : :^ ln.Step 1: For all proessors ompute sequentially the pre�x-sums(ti;j ; where i := 1; 2; : : : ; nlogn ; j := 1; 2; : : : ; logn) of the orrespondingpiee of input sequene.Step 2: For all proessors ompute the pre�x-sums (ri logn) of ti;logn.Step 3: For all proessors ompute sequentially r(i�1) logn+j :=r(i�1) logn + ti;j (i := 1; 2; : : : ; nlog n ; j := 1; 2; : : : ; logn).Step 4: Proessor pi (i := 1; 2; : : : ; logn) alulates l(i�1) logn+j :=(r(i�1) logn+j � (((i � 1) logn + j) � ((i � 1) � logn + j � 1)=2)) usingequality at the last position.Step 5: Calulate OK := l1 ^ : : : ^ ln using the pre�x omputation algo-rithm desribed in Step 1{3, with all proessors.Algorithm 4: Work-optimal veri�ation of sore sequenes on CREW PRAMIn this algorithm all steps take O(log n) time so the whole algorithm worksin O(logn) time as well. It uses O( nlogn ) proessors so this is a work-optimalparallelization of Algorithm 1. As Algorithm 1 is asymptotially optimal algorithmfor the sore sequene veri�ation problem the same holds for Algorithm 4 as well.Notie that in this algorithm only the parallel steps (Step 2 and 5) requireinterproessor ommuniation and these steps are all parts of pre�x omputations.3.2.2. Linear array. A lower bound on every interonnetion networks for a prob-lem is the diameter of the network if all proessors of the network ontributes tothe omputation of the result. As the diameter of a linear array of n proessors isn � 1, 
(n) is a lower bound for the sore sequene and sore vetor veri�ationproblems. These problems an be solved in O(n) time on a single proessor aswell, the trivial (and optimal) solution is to send all data to the �rst proessor ofthe array { this an be done in O(n) time { and do the veri�ation there, using thesequential algorithms. These solution are work-optimal if and only if the numberof proessors in the array is O(1).3.2.3. Mesh. The diameter of a p proessor mesh is pp, so 
(pp) is a lower boundto an algorithm. The mesh adaptation of Algorithm 3 solves the problem in O(pn)if p = n. But we an apply the same tehnique as in Algorithm 4. If we assign n 13element for eah proessor of a n 13 � n 13 mesh then both the sequential and the



16 G�ABOR P�ECSY AND L�ASZL�O SZ}UCSparallel steps work in O(n 13 ) time. The number of proessors in this ase is n 23 sothe algorithm is work-optimal.3.2.4. Hyperube. In a p proessor hyperube, pre�x omputation an be per-formed in O(log p) time, whih means that adoptations of Algorithm 3 and Algo-rithm 4 an work in the same time bounds as in ase of CREW PRAM.3.2.5. Parallel sore vetor veri�ation. Unfortunately there is no known work-optimal parallel sorting algorithm for integer key from a given domain. Thismeans that the most diÆult step in the parallel adoptation of Algorithm 2 is thesorting. The omplexity of sorting usually exeeds the omplexity of the othersteps so the overall omplexity of the algorithm equals the omplexity of sortingthe input. For PRAM and hyperube there are algorithms whih an sort generalkeys in O(log2 n) time. 4. EnumerationEnumeration of sore sequenes means the ounting of the possible di�erentsore sequenes for a given number of players (n).For n > 1 let fn(T;E) be the number of non-dereasing sequenes of integerssatisfying nXi=1 qi = T; qn = E and kXi=1 qi � �k2�; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1:Narayana and Bent in [7℄ presented a reursive formula for determining fn(T;E):f1(T;E) = � 1; if T = E � 00; otherwise.for n � 2fn(T;E) = 8><>: EXk=0 fn�1(T �E; k); if T �E � �k2�0; otherwise.(1)Let tn be the number of possible sore sequenes in ase of n players. For n > 1we have the following formula for tn:tn = n�1XE=r fn(�n2�; E);where r = jn2k :
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i

T[n] = F[n,(n*(n-1)/2),r] +...+ F[n,(n*(n-1)/2),n-1]

Level i-1

Level i

F[i-1,T-E,0], ..., F[i-1,T-E,E]

F[i,T,E]

T

EFigure 1. Array element dependenies in the non-optimized formula4.1. Units of measure. The experimental results indiate that the value of tn isinreasing exponentially with n (tn = 
(2n)) whih implies that we need log tn =�(n) memory to store a single number. This also implies that addition of suhnumbers takes �(n). In the next parts of the artile we will ount the numberof operations (addition, send, reeive and assignment) on the elements of thearray during the analysis of the algorithms. In a real implementation all of theseoperations an be done in O(n) time.4.2. Sequential algorithms. The most straightforward reursive alulation oftn using the reursive formula (1) has exponential run time so it is not appliablefor bigger n values. Using dynami programming the run time an be reduedsigni�antly into polynomial domain.4.2.1. Algorithm using dynami programming. The following algorithm uses arrayof size n� n� (n(n� 1)=2 + 1) elements and works in �(n5) time.The operation of the algorithms an be divided into two phases. First phaseis �lling in the array F whih ontains the values of fi(T;E) for i = 1::n; T =0::n(n�1)2 and E = 0::n�1, thus the dimensions of the array are n� n(n�1)2 +1�n =�(n4). Calulating a partiular F [i; T; E℄ element takes �(1) time for i = 1 |



18 G�ABOR P�ECSY AND L�ASZL�O SZ}UCS1 for i:=1 to n loop2 for T:=0 to (n*(n-1)/2) loop3 for E:=0 to n-1 loop4 if i=1 then5 if T=E then6 F[i,T,E℄:=1;7 else8 F[i,T,E℄:=0;9 end if ;10 else11 F[i,T,E℄:=0;12 if (T-E)� ((i-1)*(i-2)/2) then13 for k:=0 to E loop14 F[i,T,E℄:=F[i,T,E℄+F[i-1,T-E,k℄;15 end loop;16 end if ;17 end if ;18 end loop;19 end loop;20 end loop;21 TN:=0;22 for E:=(n div 2) to n-1 loop23 TN:=TN+F[n,(n*(n-1)/2,E℄;24 end loop;25 return TN;Algorithm 5: Calulating the number of sore sequenes using dynamiprogramminglines 5{9 | and O(n) otherwise | lines 11{16 (see Figure 1). This means that thewhole algorithm runs in O(n5) time. The seond phase is to alulate the numberof sore sequenes (TN) using the �lled array F (see Figure 1).4.2.2. Improved algorithm. In Algorithm 5 the number of the used array elementsis �(n4) so O(n4) is a lower bound to the run time of any solution using thisapproah, but the run time is O(n5). We show that using a proper reformulationof equation (1) the run time of the algorithms an be redued to �(n4).
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Level i-1

E

i

F[i-1,T-E,E]

F[i,T-1,E-1]

F[i,T,E]

T Level i

Figure 2. Dependenies of elements in the array in ase of theoptimized formulafi(T;E) = EXk=0 fi�1(T �E; k)= E�1Xk=0 fi�1((T � 1)� (E � 1); k) + fi�1(T �E;E)= fi(T � 1; E � 1) + fi�1(T �E;E)(2)Notie that when we ompute fi(T;E) we already know fi(T � 1; E � 1) so wean replae the loop in lines 13{15 of Algorithm 5 with a simple assignment (seeFigure 2).4.3. Parallel algorithms.4.3.1. PRAM. A straightforward parallel implementation of the non-optimizedformula is the following. We �ll in one level of the array in one round. Wehave nlogn proessors for eah element in the level (�gure 3). These proessorsperform a pre�x omputation to alulate the value using the original formula (1).This takes O(log n) time. The array has n levels so the whole algorithm runs inO(n logn). On a single level of the array there are n�n2� elements, whih means thatwe need n�n2� nlog n = n3(n�1)2 logn = O( n4logn ) proessors to ahieve this. Unfortunatelythis solution is not work-optimal as the amount of work done is O(n4 logn) �O(n logn) = O(n5).This algorithm used the property of (1) that the value of a partiular element ina ertain level depends on other elements from a lower level only. This way we ouldavoid the synhronization overhead between the proessors working on di�erentelements. Using the optimized formula we have to use results from the same level
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Figure 3. Using brute-fore approah on PRAM arhitetureas well. More aurately the value of fi(T;E) depends on fi(T � 1; E � 1) whihin turn depends on fi(T � 2; E � 2) et. This dependeny limits the maximumnumber of proessors that a work-optimal algorithm an utilize.Here we present three possible work-optimal algorithms, using n, n2 and n3�n2blog nproessors.Eah algorithm alulates the values level by level. The �rst version assigns aproessor to eah possible values of T and these proessors alulate fi(T;E) forthe di�erent E values one by one. As the value of T belongs to the domain [0..�n2�℄so we need �n2� + 1 proessors and eah alulates fi(T;E) for E = 0; : : : ; n � 1whih requires �(n) time. There are n levels in the array so the whole run timeof the algorithm is �(n2).
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Figure 4. PRAM algorithm using n2 proessorsThe seond algorithm assigns proessors to eah possible values of E and theseproessors alulate fi(T;E) for the di�erent T values one by one. This means



PARALLEL VERIFICATION AND ENUMERATION OF TOURNAMENTS 21that we need n proessors and due to symmetry the run time of this algorithm is�(n3).
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Figure 5. PRAM algorithm using n proessorsThe third algorithm uses a bit di�erent approah. For this algorithm, ompu-tation of one level takes two steps. During the �rst step the proessors set theelements of the level to 0. There are n3�n2 elements in a level, we have n3�n2blog n pro-essors so it takes O(log n) time to aomplish. In the seond step the algorithmalulates fi(T +j; E+j); (j = 1::n) using pre�x omputation algorithm with nlog nproessors on fi�1(T � E; j). This also takes logn time, so a single level an bealulated in logn time, the array has n levels so the whole algorithm works inO(n logn).
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Figure 6. PRAM algorithm using n3logn proessors



22 G�ABOR P�ECSY AND L�ASZL�O SZ}UCS4.3.2. Linear array. The seond work-optimal algorithm given for PRAM an beadapted to n proessor linear array as well. Eah proessor is assigned a possiblevalue of E. The proessor stores the two-dimensional subarray belonging to thatpartiular value . The proessors use Algorithm 6.Step 1: For i:=1 eah proessor alulates F [i; T; E℄ := (T = E)?1 : 0.Step 2: For i:=2::n eah proessor performs Algorithm 7.Step 3: The proessors perform a pre�x omputation to determine tn.Algorithm 6: Enumeration of sore sequenes on n proessor linear arrayEah proessor (E:=0..n-1) on level i (i:=2..n) does the following:1 for T:=1 to n*(n-1)/2 loop2 if E > 0 and T > 0) then3 reeive Z:=F[i,T-1,E-1℄ from proessor E-1;4 else5 Z:=(i=2 and T=0 and E=0)?1:0;6 end if ;7 if T-E � ((i-1)*(i-2)/2) then8 F[i,T,E℄:=Z+F[i-1,T-E,E℄;9 else10 F[i,T,E℄:=0;11 end if ;12 if E < n-1 and T < n*(n-1)/2 then13 send F[i,T,E℄ to proessor E+1;14 end if ;15 end loop;Algorithm 7: Calulating fi(T;E) values on an n proessor linear array4.3.3. Mesh. As linear array an be embedded to a mesh the algorithm given inthe previous setion an be applied for meshes as well.However there exists another work-optimal algorithm using n2 proessors. Letthe proessors be indexed from 1 to n (i) and from 0 to n � 1 (E). Proessor(i; E) has a one-dimensional subarray ontaining fi(T;E) for the possible di�erentT values. This way to alulate fi(T;E) for a partiular value of T it has toommuniate with two of its neighbours.The enumeration problem an be solved using the following algorithms:4.3.4. Hyperube. As mesh an be embedded to a hyperube the same algorithmsgiven for meshes an be applied.
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Figure 7. Mesh algorithm using n2 proessorsStep 1: For i:=1 and E:=0..n-1 eah proessor performs Algorithm 9. Fori:=2..n and E:=0..n-1 eah proessor performs Algorithm 10.Step 2: The proessors (n; 0); : : : ; (n; n� 1) perform a pre�x omputationto determine tn.Algorithm 8: Enumeration of sore sequenes on n2 proessor mesh5. Further optimizationsThe algorithms given in the previous setion use �(n4) array elements. It'seasy to see that eah algorithm (exept the last one) at a given time uses onlytwo levels of the array. Calulating the ith level we need the (i-1)th one forthat. This means that we don't have to store all levels only the urrent and theprevious one. This optimization will redue the number of neessary elements to2 � n � n � (n� 1)=2 = n3 � n2 = �(n3).6. Conlusions6.1. Summary. The table below summarizes our results for p proessors andn-player tournaments:Problem Sequential Linear Mesh Hyperube PRAMarraySore �(n) 8p 2 N p = n 23 p = nlog n p = nlognsequene �(n) �(n 13 ) �(log n) �(log n)work-opt. work-opt. work-opt.



24 G�ABOR P�ECSY AND L�ASZL�O SZ}UCSSore �(n) 8p 2 N p = n p = n p = nvetor �(n) O(n 12 ) O(log2 n) O(log2 n)p = n2 p = n2O(log n) O(log n)Enume- Reursive p = n p = O(n) p = O(n) p = nration of formula with �(n3) �(n3) �(n3) �(n3)sore dynami work-opt. work-opt. work-opt. work-opt.sequenes programming: p = n2 p = O(n2) p = n2�(n4) �(n2) �(n2) �(n2)work-opt. work-opt. work-opt.p = n3�n2blogn�(n log n)work-opt.The notion of ompleteness of tournaments an be extended to k-ompleteness.k-omplete: We all a tournament k-omplete if its elements are non-negative integers and the sum of the symmetri elements is always k(tij + tji = k;where i 6= j) . A set of tournaments is alled k-ompletefor a given n if it ontains all possible n player k-omplete tournaments.From the de�nition it follows that a omplete tournament is 1-omplete. Thetheorems and algorithms presented above an be easily extended to k-ompletetournaments.6.2. Future Works. In this setion we try to identify some possible diretions todo further researh.� Fine-tuning the presented non work-optimal algorithms if possible ordesign new ones.� As we saw the value of tn inreases exponentially this also implies thatfi(T;E) values are inreasing in similar order. Storing suh values re-quires O(n) bits. However it is possible that the average size of theelements in the array is smaller.� The task of reonstrution means that for a given sore sequene we on-strut a tournament. The asimptotially optimal sequential algorithmssolve this problem in �(n2) time. Parallel reonstruting algorithms forthe problem are to be onsidered.� Parallel algorithm for alulating the lexiographial suessor of a givensore sequene.� Parallel listing of sore sequenes for a given n.



PARALLEL VERIFICATION AND ENUMERATION OF TOURNAMENTS 25Eah proessor (i,E) (i:=2..n; E:=0..n-1) does the following:1 for T:=0 to n*(n-1)/2 loop2 if E>0 and T>0 then3 reeive Z:=F[i,T-1,E-1℄ from proessor (i,E-1);4 else5 Z:=(i=2 and T=0 and E=0)?1:0;6 end if ;7 if T-E�((i-1)*(i-2)/2) then8 if T=0 then9 Y:=(i=2 and E=0)?1:0;10 else11 reeive Y:=F[i-1,T-E,E℄ from proessor (i-1,E);12 end if ;13 F[i,T,E℄:=Z+Y;14 else15 F[i,T,E℄:=0;16 end if ;17 if T<n*(n-1)/2 then18 if E<n-1 then19 send F[i,T,E℄ to proessor (i,E+1);20 end if ;21 send F[i,T-E,E℄ to proessor (i+1,E);22 end if ;23 end loop;Algorithm 9: Calulating fi(T;E) values for i > 2Eah proessor (1,E) (E:=0..n-1) does the following:1 for T:=0 to n*(n-1)/2 loop2 F[1,T,E℄:=(E=T)?1:0;3 if T<n*(n-1)/2 and T�E then4 send F[1,T-E,E℄ to proessor (2,E);5 end if ;6 end loop;Algorithm 10: Calulating f1(T;E) valuesThe tehniques that were used in the presented algorithms aimed the paralleladoption of a sequential dynami programming solution. These tehniques shouldbe extended to other algorithms using dynami programming.
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STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000AN APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE PLAUSIBLELOCATIONS OF UNDISCOVERED HYDROCARBONACCUMULATIONS IN SPARSELY DRILLED AREASGHEORGHE CIMOCAAbstrat. This paper uses onepts and priniples pertaining to a naturalgeometrial data struture (the Voronoi diagram) in a theoretial attemptto estimate the sites and perimeters to really sueed in an exploration forundisovered new hydroarbon aumulations in an oil basin/system. Theproposed algorithm an be applied to oil, methane gas or oil and gas ombinedreserves in a natural area of hydroarbon aumulation, haraterized by thesame hydroarbon soure. 1. IntrodutionThe starting point of this mathematial experiment was a report [7℄, publishedby the Petroonsultants Group in 1993, on a new method for estimating undisov-ered petroleum potential with appliations to the giant oil �elds of the world, suhas: Arabo-Iranian basin, Campos basin, Gippsland basin, Kutei, South Sumatra,Niger delta, Timan-Pehora, North Sea grabens, Transylvania basin, as well asother petroleum systems. Their estimation is based on the best �t with fratalparabolas of oil �eld size distributions. Meanwhile, new methodologies meantto estimate the amount of undisovered hydroarbon reserves were announed inseveral reports ([11℄, [5℄), whose results haven't been published so far.However, a more \deliate" and obviously more diÆult problem an be posed:\Is it possible to make foreasts/estimates, with a ertain degreeof plausibility, on the loations (sites, perimeters, extents, zones)of the \presumably existing" hydroarbon aumulatios, not yetdisovered in a sparsely drilled oil system?"Using our knowledge of Voronoi diagrams ([3℄, [10℄) whih we had previouslyapplied to some natural geologial data strutures (e.g., mineral deposits) we ar-rived at a �rst approah of the above problem. The most important question was:2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68U05.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. I3.5. [Computational Geometry and ObjetModeling℄ . 27



28 GHEORGHE CIMOCAhow to formulate, in mathematial terms, a loation priniple to �nd the \mostplausible" sites and orresponding extents of new oil �elds in a drilled area?2. Voronoi diagrams: general oneptsLet X be a non-empty arbitrary set. A funtion d : X �X ! R is said to be adistane or a metri on X if it satis�es the following onditions:d(x; y) = 0 () x = y;d(x; y) = d(y; x);d(x; y) � d(x; z) + d(z; y) 8x; y; z 2 X:The pair (X; d) is alled a metri spae.A simple example is the real plane R2 with the metri de�ned by:d(x; y) =p(x1 � y1)2 + (x2 � y2)2 8x = (x1; x2); y = (y1; y2) 2 R2 :This metri is alled the Eulidean metri on R2 . Let (X; d) be a metri spae. Asubset Y of X is said to be bounded (with respet to the metri) ifsup fd(x; y)jx; y 2 Y g < 1:Let Y be a non-empty subset of X and x 2 X . The real number:d(Y; x) = inf fd(y; x)jy 2 Y gis alled distane from x to Y . Let M(X) be the set of all non-empty, boundedsubsets of (X; d) and M 0(X) the set of all non-empty and losed subsets of (X; d).If Y; Z 2M(X), then the real number:e(Y; Z) = sup fd(Y; z)jz 2 Zgis alled gauge or exess of Y from Z.If (X; d) is a metri spae, then the funtion � : M 0(X)�M 0(X) ! R de�nedby: �(Y; Z) = max fe(Y; Z); e(Z; Y )g 8Y; Z 2M 0(X)is a metri on M 0(X) [8℄. This metri is alled the Pompeiu-Hausdor� metri.Suppose now that S = fC1; : : : ; Ckg is a �nite set of distint points in R2 andf : R2 �S ! [0;1[ is a given funtion alled the inuene or authorithy funtion.If i 2 f1; : : : ; kg, then the subset of R2 de�ned by:reg(Ci) = fx 2 R2 jf(x;Ci) � f(x;Cj);8j 2 f1; : : : ; kg n figgis said to be the inuene region of Ci.We all the set freg(C1); : : : ; reg(Ck)g the Voronoi diagram generated by Swith inuene funtion f . In fat, the Voronoi diagram is a overing of the realplane by a set of regions assoiated with members of the point set S and aninuene funtion f .



AN APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE PLAUSIBLE LOCATIONS 29The sets reg(Ci); i = f1; : : : ; kg are sometimes alled faes of the Voronoi dia-gram. The intersetion of two faes gives a Voronoi edge and the intersetion oftwo edges is alled a Voronoi vertex.We'll denote by V or(S; f) the set onsisting of all points of the edges of aVoronoi diagram generated by S and an inuene funtion f .If i; j 2 f1; : : : ; kg; i 6= j, then the subset of R2 de�ned by:sep(Ci; Cj) = fx 2 R2 jf(x;Ci) = f(x;Cj)gis alled the separation urve of Ci and Cj , and the set:dom(Ci; Cj) = fx 2 R2 jf(x;Ci) � f(x;Cj)gde�nes the dominane region of Ci over Cj .The following relations hold true:dom(Cj ; Ci) = [R2 n dom(Ci; Cj)℄ [ sep(Ci; Cj);reg(Ci) = \fdom(Ci; Cj)jj 2 f1; : : : ; kg n figg:If the inuene funtion f is the Eulidean metri d of R2 , then the planar (ordi-nary) Voronoi diagram is obtained. In this ase, sep(Ci; Cj) is the perpendiularbisetor mij between Ci and Cj , and dom(Ci; Cj) is the half plane de�ned by mij ,ontaining Ci. Therefore, being the intersetion of k � 1 half planes, reg(Ci) is aonvex set.When f = d, we all the region reg(Ci) the (ordinary) Voronoi polygon as-soiated with Ci, or the Voronoi polygon of Ci denoted V (Ci). Sine a Voronoipolygon is a losed set, it ontains its boundary denoted by �V (Ci). The termpolygon is used to denote the union of the boundary and of the interior. Theboundary of a Voronoi polygon may onsist of line segments, half lines or in�nitelines, whih we all Voronoi edges. Alternatively, we may de�ne a Voronoi edgeas a line segment, a half line or an in�nite line shared by two Voronoi polygons.If V (Ci) \ V (Cj) 6= ;, then the set V (Ci) \ V (Cj) gives a Voronoi edge whihmay degenerate into a point. If V (Ci) \ V (Cj) is neither empty nor a point, wesay that the Voronoi polygons V (Ci) and V (Cj) are adjaent.For the sake of simpliity, if f = d, instead of V or(S; f) we write V or(S) =�V (Ci) [ : : : [ �V (Ck).Now let A be a losed subset of R2 and T = fT1; : : : ; Tkg, where eah Ti; i 2f1; : : : ; kg is a losed subset of A. If the elements of the set T satisfy [Ti n �Ti℄ \[Tj n�Tj ℄ = ;;8i; j 2 f1; : : : ; kg; i 6= j, then we all the set T a pretessellation of A.A pretessellation T, where all Ti; i 2 f1; : : : ; kg are onvex sets is alled a onvexpretessellation.A pretesselation T = fT1; : : : ; Tkg with A = [fTiji = 1; : : : ; kg beomes atesselation. A planar Voronoi diagram is a tessellation whih onsists of onvexpolygons with three or more verties. A planar tessellation in whih any Ti in T



30 GHEORGHE CIMOCAis a triangle 8i 2 f1; : : : ; kg is alled a triangulation of A. Two verties sharing anedge in a triangulation are alled adjaent.Given a planar Voronoi diagram where generators are not olinear and theirnumber is three or more, but �nite, we join all pairs of generators whose Voronoipolygons share a ommon Voronoi edge, thus obtaining a new tessellation. Ifthe new tessellation onsists only of triangles, we all it a Delaunay triangula-tion; otherwise, we all it a Delaunay pretriangulation. In the ase of the De-launay pretriangulation, we partition the non-triangular polygons into trianglesby non-interseting line segments joining the verties. As a result, the Delaunaypretriangulation beomes a Delaunay triangulation.3. Loational mathematial modelLet's onsider an oil system (or a geologial-tetonial region) externally delim-ited, on a geographial map, by the boundary of a simple polygon A. Supposethat in this oil system k oil �elds have been disovered.Let the points C1; : : : ; Ck be the enters/sites/domes and let the simple poly-gons }1; : : : ; }k; Ci 2 }i � A; i 2 f1; : : : ; kg be the extents/ontours of these �elds,being situated on the same map. Moreover, }1 \ : : : \ }k = ;.We onsider the set S = fC1; : : : ; Ckg. In addition, let's denote Bi = �}i; i 2f1; : : : ; kg and P = [f}iji = 1; : : : ; kg.Now, we formulate the following question: where, in this region A, an theenters of a given number of new, posible oil �elds be most plausibly loated ?In order to get an answer it is important to restate and formalize the aboveverbal problem more preisely, in mathematial terms. With that end in view, letd be the Eulidean metri on R2 , M 0 the set of all non-empty losed subsets of R2and � the Pompeiu-Hausdor� metri on M 0.In order to mathematially formalize the loational problem, we must adopt anessential assumption:Assumption. B1 \ : : : \ Bk = V or(S) \ AIf the above assumption is orret, then we believe the most plausible loationof the enters of m undisovered oil �elds in the oil system A leads to the followingoptimization problem:Loation problem. Find m points Ck+1; : : : ; Ck+m in A n P suh that:�(V or(S [ fCk+1; : : : ; Ck+mg); B1 [ : : : [ Bk) =minf�(V or(S [ S0); B1 [ : : : [ Bk)jS0 2 �gwhere: � = fS0 � A n P jard(S0 n S) = mg:



AN APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE PLAUSIBLE LOCATIONS 31Remarks.(1) In fat, the above loation problem is to determine within a simple poly-gon A the loations of a given number (m) of points, outside of a pretes-sellation of A (in AnP ), so that the Pompeiu-Hausdor� distane betweentwo Voronoi diagrams having some ommon generators is minimized.The distane an be de�ned as the sum of Pompeiu-Hausdor� distanesbetween the pairs of Voronoi polygons [2℄ with ommon generators.(2) A ouple of loation problems are similar, although muh easier thanours: the reognition of a Dirihlet (Voronoi) tessellation [1℄, [12℄ andthe geographial optimization problem from [6℄. These problems startfrom a onvex tessellation. By ontrast, we start from a more general,non onvex pretesselation, denoted in the following by (A;S; P ).4. The approximate algorithmBeing fully aware of the diÆulty of the above loation problem, we have tried to�nd only an approximate solution. Our approximate algorithm is of an inrementaltype [9℄ and uses some remarks on distortions of a Voronoi diagram when one pointmoves [4℄.Let S = fC1; : : : ; Ckg be the set of sites/enters of disovered oil �elds and anarbitrary point C0 2 A n P . In the following, we denote by V (i); i = 1; : : : ; k, theVoronoi polygon of Ci in the Voronoi diagram generated by S and by V0(i) theVoronoi polygon in the Voronoi diagram generated by S0 = S [ fC0g. Let T0 bethe Delaunay triangulation of the set S0.For Ci 2 S, we have V (i) = V0(i), if and only if Ci and C0 are not adjaentverties in T0 [4℄. Moreover, if Ci and C0 are adjaent and }i � V (i), it doesn'tfollow that }i � V0(i).We say that the \enter" C0 is admissible in pretessellation (A;S; P ) in respetto T0, if for every Ci 2 S, suh that Ci and C0 are adjaent verties in T0, then}i � V0(i).If Cp; Cq 2 A n S;Cp 6= Cq , let us denote by Vp(i), respetively by Vq(i), theVoronoi polygon of Ci 2 S in V or(Sp), respetively V or(Sq), where Sp = S [ Cpand Sq = S [ Cq . Let Tp, respetively Tq be the Delaunay triangulations of Sp,respetively Sq . Moreover, let �A(p) be the set of points in S whih are adjaentwith Cp in Tp, and �A(q) the points in S adjaent with Cq in Tq .Let Cp and Cq be two admissible enters in (A;S; P ) orresponding to Tp andTq, respetively. We say that Cp is preferred to Cq if�p = XCi2�A(p) �(Vp(i); Vp(p)) � XCi2�A(q) �(Vq(i); Vq(q)) = �q ;where � is the Pompeiu-Hausdor� distane.



32 GHEORGHE CIMOCAThe number �p evaluates the distortion e�et of the point Cp on the Voronoidiagram generated by S. At the same time, �p represents a measure of plausibility.The smaller �p, the more plausible Cp.Let G(p; p) be a uniform retangular grid with sides parallel to the oordinateaxes, whih ontains A, and the number p of horizontal and vertial grid lines aneven integer.The algorithm. Step 1. Let p be the smallest positive even integer suh thatm < p2 and let G(p; p) be the minimal uniform retangular grid overing A.Let n := 0 and W 0 := S.Step 2. San the grid G(p; p) retangle-by-retangle, in a spiral order, start-ing from the entral retangle of the grid. For eah retangle Dq+1 exeute thefollowing operations:a. Let C0 := the enter of Dq+1;b. Construt the Delaunay triangulation T� of the set W � = W q [ fC0g. Wedistinguish the ases:Case I. If there exists a point Ci 2 S whih is adjaent to C0 in T� and C0 2 }i,take the next retangle.Case II. If C0 =2 P , hoose the most preferred point C� between C0 and eahof the four retangle orners whih are not in P . Let W q+1 := W q [ fC�g andn := n+ 1. If n = m stop, else go to Step 1 with p := 2p.Remarks.(1) In fat, this algorithm loates am-points planar on�guration in a pretes-sellation, eah of the m points having only a loal plausibility. Thison�guration an be a starting point pattern for further, more subtle,improved algorithms.(2) Mathematially, it is easier to insert \new" admissible oil �elds loser tothe boundary of A, but we have preferred a more \entral" on�gurationfor geologial reasons.(3) The algorithm an be relativized to a subzone of A, alled zone of geo-logial interest.A software pakage named EXPLORER has been developed and tested on bothnon- and real data. EXPLORER enables users to:� visualize a basin in study with all its �elds,� visualize a partiular �eld and its ontour,� visualize a �eld and its adjaent neighbours,� visualize the Voronoi diagram of a basin,� loate a given number of new plausible oil �elds and their possible ex-tents, and� print the founded pattern of \new" and old �elds.



AN APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE PLAUSIBLE LOCATIONS 33In the following �gures we present an example of EXPLORER outputs for a�tional basin with 15 ative oil �elds, their ontours or extents (gray polygons)and the Voronoi diagram of these �elds (left); the foreasted sites of 6 possiblenew �elds (irled dots) and their plausible (in dereasing rank order, #1 havingthe highest degree of plausibility) extents as their Voronoi polygons (right).

5. An experiment for Transylvania BasinThe EXPLORER software appliation allows the user to \disover" several\new" oil �elds as well, in a real oil basin, Transylvania, with di�erent plausibil-ities (depending on the number of sanned retangles).We an omuniate, to whom may be interested, two tested results:(1) Using the information regarding the 23 ative �elds disovered in theTransylvania basin during 1906-1965, the algorithm proposed 20 \new"loations of methane gas �elds. We were surprised to �nd out that 15out of these �elds were \on�rmed" (their extents having a non-emptyintersetion with at least one ontour of an atually disovered �eld)during 1966-1985 (out of the 29 new �elds atually pointed out duringthis period). Furthermore, 4 more �elds were on�rmed during 1986-1996 (out of 52 new atually disovered �elds). Therefore, 19 out of the20 sites proposed by algorithm have been on�rmed.(2) Foreasting again 20 possible loations of \new" �elds by means of themethane gas �eld pattern existing in 1985 (i.e., 52 ative �elds), 17 �eldswere on�rmed during 1986-1996.



34 GHEORGHE CIMOCA6. ConlusionsWe are aware that the development of a new method/tehnology to mathemat-ially foreast the sites and/or extents of new oil �elds in an oil system needs astrong ollaboration between oil geologists, mathematiians and omputer engi-neers. The above algorithm is just a �rst step toward a new tehnology. Algo-rithm's foreasts zones of possible hydroarbon aumulations require on�rma-tions by geologial parameters. But these foreast perimeters, we believe, are themost plausible loations for the new possible oil �elds in an oil basin.By superposing quantitative geologial parameter (e.g., permeability, porosity,pressure, &.) maps, on this prognostiated loations the exploration expenses andtime an be drastially diminished. As the tested results on a real oil basin indiate,we are optimisti and forsee a suessful ompletion (new natural geometrial datastrutures generated by an inuene funtion f 6= d; new loation priniples; newimproved algorithms) of this promising researh.Aknowledgments. I am deeply grateful to Tiberiu Trif, from the Faulty ofMathematis and Computer Siene, the Babe�s-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoa,Mihaela Ordean and Ovidiu Pop, from the Computer Siene Department, theTehnial University of Cluj-Napoa, who ontributed their expertise to the de-velopment of the EXPLORER software appliation.Referenes[1℄ P.F. Ash, E.D. Bolker, Reognizing Dirihlet tessellations, Geometriae Dediata, 19 (1985),pp. 175-206.[2℄ M.J. Attallah, A linear time algorithm for the Hausdor� distane between onvex polygons,Inf. Pro. Let., 17 (1983), pp. 207-209.[3℄ F. Aurenhammer, Voronoi Diagrams - A Survey of a Fundamental Geometri Data Stru-ture, ACM Comput. Surveys, 23 (1991), pp. 345-405.[4℄ L.-M. Cruz Orive, Distortion of ertain Voronoi tessellations when one partile moves, J.Appl. Prob., 16 (1979), pp. 95-103.[5℄ C.C. Barton, G.L. Troussov, Fratal Methodology for Petroleum Resoure Assessment andFra-A Computer Program That Calulates the Volume and Number of Undisovered Hy-droarbon, U.S. Geologial Survey; announed in 1997.[6℄ M. Iri, K. Murota, T. Ohya, A Fast Voronoi Diagram Algorithm with Appliations to Geo-graphial Optimization, in Leture Notes in Control and Information Sienes 59 , SpringerVerlag, Berlin, 1984, pp. 273-288.[7℄ J. Laherrere, A. Perrodon, G. Demaison, Undisovered Petroleum Potential; A new approahbased on distribution of ultimate resoures, Petroonsultants S.A., Geneva-London-Houston-St.Leonards-Singapore-Vitoria Park, 1994.[8℄ I. Muntean, Analiz�a funt�ional�a, Universitatea \Babe�s-Bolyai", Cluj-Napoa, 1993.[9℄ T. Ohya, M. Iri, K. Murota, Improvements of the Inremental Method for the VoronoiDiagram with Computational Comparison of Various Algorithms, J. Operations Res. So.Japan, 27 (1984), pp. 306-336.[10℄ A. Okabe, B. Boots, K. Sugihara, Spatial Tessellations; Conepts and Appliations ofVoronoi Diagrams, J.Wiley & Sons Ltd, London, 1992.
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STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000A MODIFICATION OF THE TSENG-JAN GROUP SIGNATURESCHEMECONSTANTIN POPESCUAbstrat. In this paper we present a modi�ation of the Tseng-Jan groupsignature sheme [18℄. Our sheme appears to be seure in omparation withthe Tseng-Jan group signature sheme. The proposed sheme is based onthe e-th root problem and the disrete logarithm problem. Keywords: Groupsignature, identity, membership erti�ate.1. IntrodutionGroup signatures allow individual members of a group to sign messages onbehalf of the group while remaining anonymous. Furthermore, in ase of disputeslater a trusted authority, who is given some auxiliary information, an identifythe signer. The onept of group signatures was introdued by Chaum and vanHeyst [4℄. Their shemes have been improved by L. Chen and T. Pedersen [5℄,who �rst use a Shoenmaker's protool [17℄ to hide a signer's identity. Also, H.Petersen suggested a general method to onvert any ordinary digital signatureinto a group signature sheme [15℄. Petersen's method ombines the Stadler'sveri�able enryption of disrete logarithm [18℄ and the Shoenmaker's protool. J.Camenish and M. Stadler presented the �rst group signature sheme whose publikey and signatures have length independent of the number of group members ofone group [2℄, but this isn't independent of the number of groups. Many groupsignature shemes have been presented [3℄, [7℄, [8℄, [12℄, [13℄, [14℄, [16℄. In [19℄,Tseng and Jan proposed a group signature sheme, but this was broken in [9℄ and[10℄. In [9℄, M. Joye, S. Kim and N. Lee showed that the Tseng-Jan sheme isuniversally forgeable, that is, anyone is able to produe a valid group signature onan arbitrary message. In [10℄, M. Joye showed that the group signature shemeproposed by Tseng-Jan is not oalition-resistant: two group members an produeuntraeable group signatures.In this paper we present a modi�ation of the Tseng-Jan group signature sheme[19℄. Our sheme appears to be seure in omparation with the Tseng-Jan group2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 94A60.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. D.4.6. [Software℄: Operating Systems { Seurityand Protetion; 36



A MODIFICATION OF THE TSENG-JAN GROUP SIGNATURE SCHEME 37signature sheme. The proposed sheme is based on the e-th root problem and thedisrete logarithm problem. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.In Setion 2, we review the sheme proposed by Tseng and Jan. In Setion 3our sheme is desribed. In Setion 4 some seurity onsiderations are given and�nally, Setion 5 onludes with the results of the paper.2. Tseng-Jan Group Signature ShemeIn this setion, we give a short desription of the Tseng-Jan group signaturesheme and refer to the original paper [19℄ for more details. The sheme involvefour parties: a trusted authority, the group authority, the group members, andveri�ers. The trusted authority ats as a third helper to setup the system param-eters. The group authority selets the group publi/seret keys. He (jointly withthe trusted authority) issues membership erti�ates to new users who wish to jointhe group. In ase of disputes, opens the ontentious group signatures to revealthe identity of the atual signer. Finally, group members anonymously sign ongroup's behalf using their membership erti�ates and veri�ers hek the validityof the group signatures using the group publi key.In order to set up the system, a trusted authority selets two large prime num-bers p1 (� 3 mod 8) and p2 (� 7 mod 8) suh that (p1 � 1) =2 and (p2 � 1) =2 aresmooth, odd and o-prime [11℄. Let N = p1p2. The trusted authority also de-�nes e; d; v; t satisfying ed � 1 (mod ' (N)) and vt � 1 (mod ' (N)), selets gof large order in Z�N, and omputes F = gv (mod N). Moreover, the groupauthority hooses a seret key x and omputes the orresponding publi keyy = F x (modN). The publi parameters are (N; e; g; F; y). The seret param-eters are (p1; p2; d; v; t; x).When a user Ui (with identity information Di ) wants to join the group, thetrusted authority omputessi = et logg IDi (mod ' (N))where IDi = Di or IDi = 2Di aording to (Di j N) = 1 or (Di j N) = �1, andthe group authority omputes xi = IDxi (mod N) .The user membership erti�ate is the pair (si; xi). To sign a messageM , the userUi (with erti�ate (si; xi)) hooses two random numbers r1 and r2 and omputesA = yr1 (mod N)B = yr2e (mod N)C = si + r1h (M k A k B) + r2eD = xiyr2h(MkAkB) (mod N)where h (�) is a publily known hash funtion. The group signature on messageM is given by the tuple (A;B;C;D). The validity of this signature an then be



38 CONSTANTIN POPESCUveri�ed by heking whetherDeAh(MkAkB)B � yCBh(MkAkB) (mod N) .Finally, in ase of disputes, the group authority an open the signature toreover who issued it by heking whih identity IDi satis�esIDxei � DeB�h(MkAkB) (mod N) .3. Our Group Signature ShemeThis setion desribes the proposed group signature sheme, whih is spei-�ed by the key generation, signing messages, veri�ation signatures and openingsignatures.3.1. Key Generation. Our sheme onsists of four kinds of partiipants: atrusted enter who setup the system parameters, a group authority who issuesmembership erti�ates to new users who wish to join the group and identi�esa signer, a signer for issuing group signatures and a reeiver for verifying themusing the group publi key.A trusted enter selets two large primes p1, p2 as in [19℄. Let n = p1p2. Thetrusted enter also selets a large integer e (160 bits) with gd (e; ' (n)) = 1 andselets g of large order in Z�n, where Zn is the integer ring. The group authorityhooses a seret key x and omputes the orresponding publi key y = gx (mod n).The publi parameters are (n; e; g; y) and the seret parameters are (p1; p2; x). LetIDi 2 Zn be an identity information of a user Ui. Finally, let h be a ollision-resistant hash funtion. Suppose now that a user wants to join the group. Weassume that ommuniation between the user and the trusted enter (between theuser and the group authority) is seure, i.e., private and authenti.When a user Ui wants to join the group, the trusted enter omputessi = ID 1ei (mod n)and the group authority omputesxi = (IDi + eg)x (mod n) .The user membership erti�ate is the pair (si; xi).3.2. Signing Messages. To sign a message M , the user Ui, with erti�ate(si; xi), hooses two random numbers r1 and r2 and omputesA = yr2e (mod n)B = xiysi+r1 (mod n)C = xiyr2 (mod n)D = sih (M k A) + r1h (M k A) .



A MODIFICATION OF THE TSENG-JAN GROUP SIGNATURE SCHEME 39The symbol k denotes the onatenation of two binary strings (or of the binaryrepresentation of group elements and integers). The group signature on messageM is given by the tuple (A;B;C;D).3.3. Veri�ation Signatures. The validity of this signature an then be veri�edby heking whetherCeh(MkA)yeD � Beh(MkA)Ah(MkA) (mod n) .If this equation holds, he aepts the signature (A;B;C;D), otherwise it is rejeted.3.4. Opening Signatures. Finally, in ase of disputes, the group authority anopen the signature to reover who issued it by heking whih identity IDi satis�es(IDi + eg)xe � CeA�1 (mod n) .4. Seurity ConsiderationsA reeiver, a group authority and a trusted enter, who have no membershiperti�ate (si; xi) of a user Ui, an not generate a group signature. Trusted enterknows si, but he an not determine xi, beause only the group authority knowsthe seret key x. The group authority knows xi, but he an not determine si,beause only the trusted enter knows the e-th root of IDi.Given a group signature (A;B;C;D), identifying the atual signer is omputa-tionally hard for every one but the group authority.Sine no one knows whih pair(si; xi) orresponds to whih group member, anonymity is guaranteed.Deiding whether two di�erent signatures are omputed by the same groupmember is omputationally hard. The problem of linking two signatures (A;B;C;D)and (A0; B0; C 0; D0) redues to looking if either si or xi is ommon to the two tu-ples. This is however impossible under Deisional DiÆe-Hellman Assumption (see[1℄, [6℄).Trusted enter and a reeiver an not determine a signer of the group signature,beause only the group authority knows the seret key x. If p1 and p2 are suÆ-iently large, even trusted enter an not get x from the publi key y. Therefore,an adversary an not forge our group signature sheme on an arbitrary messageM . 5. ConlusionsThis paper has presented a modi�ation of the Tseng-Jan group signaturesheme proposed in [19℄. Our sheme appears to be seure in omparation with theTseng-Jan group signature sheme. The seurity of the proposed sheme dependson the e-th root problem and the disrete logarithm problem.
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STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000A METHOD FOR TRAINING INTELLIGENT AGENTS USINGHIDDEN MARKOV MODELSGABRIELA S�ERBANAbstrat. It is well-known that, in this moment, the �eld of intelligentagents represents an important researh diretion in Arti�ial Intelligene,whih o�ers a new method for problem solving and a new way for intera-tion between the omputer and the user. The use of mathematial statisti-methods represents a leading topi in this �eld. Hidden Markov Models(HMM) are often used as a mathematial tool for modeling the environmentof intelligent agents. In this paper we propose a learning method for an agentwhih reognize haraters, based on training an Hidden Markov Model.Keywords: Arti�ial Intelligene, Hidden Markov Models, learning.1. Intelligent agentsThe �eld of intelligent agents is in onnetion with another �eld of Arti�ialIntelligene (AI), the �eld of mahine learning. Mahine learning represents thestudy of system models that, based on a set of data (training data), improve theirperformane by experienes and by learning some spei� experimental knowledge.The attempt of modeling the human reasoning leads to the onept of intelligentreasoning. The reasoning is the proess of onlusion dedution; the intelligentreasoning is a kind of reasoning aomplished by humans. Most of the AI systemsare dedutive ones, able for making inferenes (draw onlusions), given their ini-tial or supplied knowledge, without being able for new knowledge aquisition or togenerate new knowledge. The learning apability being onneted to the intelli-gent behavior, one of the most important researh diretions in AI is to implementin the mahines the learning apability.An agent [3℄ is anything that an be viewed as pereiving its environment throughsensors and ating upon that environment through ations. An intelligent agentis an agent with an initial knowledge, having the apability for learning. In the2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68U05.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. I.2.6. [Computing Methodologies℄ : Arti�ialIntelligene { Learning . 41



42 GABRIELA S�ERBANfollowings we present how an agent an be modeled using a Hidden Markov Model,and how the agent an be trained by learning the assoiated HMM.2. Hidden Markov Model (HMM)The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a generalization of Markov deision pro-esses, being possible more transitions from a state for the same input. For thesame input sequene (of ations) we an have more paths in the HMM, whihimplies that P (a1;n) (the probability to have as input a sequene of n ations,a1 a2 � � �an, shortly written as a1;n) is alulated as the sum of the probabilitieson all the possible paths. Probability on a given path is alulated by multiplyingthe probabilities of transitions on the path.De�nition.An HMM is a 4-tuple < s1; S; A; P > , where S is a �nite set of states, s1 2 S isthe initial state, A is a set of input symbols (ations), and P : SXSXA� > [0; 1℄gives the probability of moving from state s1 to s2 on performing ation a. Let usonsider the following order of the elements of the sets S;A; P : S = (s1; � � � s�);A = (a1; � � � a!); P = (p1; � � � p�):, where � is the number of states, ! is the numberof ations and � is the number of transitions.Let us notie that [4℄ ai means the i-th element (ation) of an input sequene,while the ai represents the i-th element of the A set. A transition is de�ned asa 4-tuple: (si; sj ; ak; p) , whih means that the input ation ak in the state sitransitions to the state sj with the probability p. For a given input sequene ofations there are more possible paths in the HMM, so, the sequene of states thatit has been passed through is not dedutible from the input, but hidden (this givesthe name of the model). The sequene of states s1; s2; � � � ; sn+1 that has beenpassed through for an input a1;n is marked shortly with s1;n+1.2.1. Agents and Hidden Markov Models. Let us onsider a passive learningagent in a known environment represented as a set of states. At eah moment,the agent exeutes an ation, from a set of ations. In suh a passive learningmodel, the environment generates transitions between states, pereived by theagent. The agent has a model of the environment using a model of ations (P),where P (x0jx; a) represents the probability for reahing the state x0 by taking theation a in the state x.With the above onsiderations, the behavior of the agent in a given environ-ment an be seen as a Markov deision proess. If the state transitions are non-deterministi (a given ation a in a given state x transitions to a set of suessorstates, not to a single suessor state), then the Markov model is an HMM where:� S is the set of the environment states;



TRAINING INTELLIGENT AGENTS USING HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS 43� s1 2 S is the initial state for the agent;� A is the set of the ations of the agent;� P is the set of transitions between the states (onditioned by ations).2.2. Algorithm for omputing the likelihood of an input sequene ofations. In the followings, we mention a very simple algorithm for omputingthe likelihood of an input sequene of ations in an HMM. This algorithm, the\forward" algorithm [1℄ alulate the probability of an input sequene of ations(a1;n) using the \forward" probability (�) and the \bakward" probability (�).The \forward" probability is de�ned [1℄ as the probability of being in state iafter seeing the �rst t observations, given the input sequene.Let us note by �i(t+ 1) the probability of the input sequene a1;t having si as�nal state. In other words:(1) �i(t+ 1) = P (a1;t; st+1 = si); t > 0The idea of the algorithm is to alulate the probabilities for all the input subse-quenes (a1;t; t = 0; � � � ; n) having as �nal state the state si, i = 1; � � � ; �, where� is the total number of states of the Markov model. Having all �i(n+ 1) valuesalulated, the probability P (a1;n) is given by:P (a1;n) = nXi=1 �i(n+ 1)Considering that a1;0 is the empty sequene, whih has the aeptane probability1, we have that �j(1) = 1 if j = 1 and is 0 otherwise , orresponding to the fatthat the initial state of every path is s1.Using the dynami programming priniple, we an make the following remark:the probability of the input sequene a1;t+1 having sj as �nal state, is obtained bysumming for all state si, i = 1; � � � ; � the produts between the probability of theinput sequene a1;t having si as �nal state and the probability of the transitionbetween the state si and the state sj for the ation at. Thus, alulation of �j(t) [4℄is made starting with �j(1) , �j(2) and going until �j(n+1) , using the reursiverelation: �j(t+ 1) = �Xi=1 �i(t)P (si at! sj):Reall that �i(t) are alled \forward" probabilities. Using the above onsider-ations, let us notie that the algorithm for �nding the highest-probability-pathsfor a given entry is based on the \bakward" variant of the dynami programmingpriniple (using the bakward variant of the optimality priniple).



44 GABRIELA S�ERBANAs we have mentioned above it is also possible to alulate \bakward" probabili-ties, �i(t), with the following de�nition: �i(t) represents the aeptane-probabilityof the input at;n, if the state at step t is si. In other words, the \bakward" prob-ability �i(t) omputes the probability of seeing the observation from time t+1 tothe end, given that we are in state i at time t (given the input sequene).So [4℄: �i(t) = P (at;n j st = si); t > 1:The probability we are looking for will be�1(1) = P (a1;n j s1 = s1) = P (a1;n)Calulation of � funtion is made starting with values:�i(n+ 1) = P (� j sn+1 = si) = 1; i = 1; � � � ; �:For the reursive ase, we have:�i(t� 1) = P (at�1;n j st�1 = si) = �Xj=1 P (si at�1! sj)�j(t)2.3. Training Hidden Markov Models. In the followings, we use the Baum-Welh algorithm [1℄(\forward-bakward") for training a Hidden Markov Model.This algorithm, that has given a ertain training input sequene (an observationsequene a1;n), adjusts the probabilities of transitions in the HMM, in order tomaximize the probability of the observation sequene. Having an HMM struturealready de�ned, the algorithm will let us train the transition probabilities of theHMM. In fat, we an estimate the probabilities of transitions using a very simplealgorithm: for eah transition (ar) t whih begins in a state s, we alulate howoften this ar is used when the entry sequene is a1;n. Thus, P (t) is given byP (t) = how often the ar t is usedhow often an ar beginning from s is usedMore exatly, the probabilities of transitions are alulated with the formula [2℄(2) P (si ak! sj) = C(si ak! sj)P�;!l=1;m=1 C(si am! sl)Let us notie that the formula (2) is used only if the sumP�;!l=1;m=1 C(si am! sl)is non-zero, otherwise the probability P (si ak! sj) remains unhanged.



TRAINING INTELLIGENT AGENTS USING HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS 45The C funtion (the \numberingfuntion") in the above formula is alulatedlike this [2℄:(3) C(si ak! sj) = 1P (a1;n) nXt=1 �i(t)P (si ak! sj)�j(t+ 1)Let us notie that for the alulation of C(si ak! sj) we have to know theprobabilities of transitions for the HMM model. The main idea of the algorithmis the following: we will start with an estimate for the probabilities, and thenuse these estimated probabilities to derive better and better probabilities - wealulate the new values of funtion C(si ak! sj) using the formula (3) and �nallywe adjust the probabilities of transitions using the formula (2). The measureof the improvement level of probabilities after a training sequene is given by thegrowth of the probability (P (a1;n)) of the input sequene ompared to it's previousestimation. The proess of realulating the probabilities of transitions is �nishedwhen P (a1;n) su�ers no more signi�ant modi�ations (in omparison with a givenapproximation error). 3. ExperimentIn this setion our aim is to test how a system represented as an HMM (in ourexample an agent for reognizing haraters) works.3.1. An agent for reognizing haraters. Let us onsider an agent for reog-nizing two haraters \I" and \U". We assume that eah harater is representedby a binary matrix (for simpli�ation, we onsider that the matrix has 4 lines and 3olumns). So, the matrix orresponding to the harater \I" is [[100℄[100℄[100℄[100℄℄and the matrix orresponding to harater \U" is [[101℄[101℄[101℄[111℄℄. For thisissue, we propose the model desribed in Figure 1.Using the onsiderations made in subsetion 2.1, the model is hidden, in otherwords is an HMM.Of ourse, the struture of the Markov model hosen for the modeling of theproblem, it is important.Having as initial state the state \a", the above desribed HMM aepts the en-tries 100100100100 (the harater \I") and 101101101111 (the harater \U")(the entry for a harater is obtained by juxtaposing the rows of the orrespond-ing matrix in the following order: the �rst, the seond, the third and the fourthline). The initial probabilities of transitions are alulated in omparison with thetwo entry sequenes whih are aepted by the HMM (the haraters \I" and \U").Let us notie that the dimension of the matrix (number of rows and olumns)
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Figure 1. The Hidden Markov Modelused to represent the haraters has no inuene in the reognition proess (onlythe probabilities of transitions after training the HMM hange).In this HMM, using the algorithm desribed in subsetion 2.3, we observe that:� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100100 (orrespondingto the harater \I") is 3:9190411 � 10�4;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 101101101111 (orrespondingto the harater \U") is 8:2214139 � 10�5;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100111 (orrespondingto the harater \L") is 2:07292009 � 10�4.3.2. First training. First, we train the HMM to reognize the harater \I"(we use the training algorithm desribed in subsetion 2.4 for the entry sequene100100100100).Considering the approximation error 10�7, the HMM is trained in 13 steps. Theprobabilities of transitions during the training are desribed in Table 1 (the olumnsorrespond to the probabilities of transitions).In the HMM trained to reognize the harater \I", we observe that:� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100100 (orrespondingto the harater \I") is 3:906248 � 10�3;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 101101101111 (orrespondingto the harater \U") is 7:017882 � 10�25;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100111 (orrespondingto the harater \L") is 1:953123 � 10�3.3.3. Seond training. The seond training of the HMM is for reognizing theharater \U" (we use the training algorithm for entry sequene 101101101111).Considering the approximation error 10�7, the HMM is trained in 26 steps,desribed in Table 2.



TRAINING INTELLIGENT AGENTS USING HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS 47Table 1. The probabilities of transitions during the �rst training proessStep P(a, 1, a) P(a, 0, a) P(a, 0, b) P(b, 1, a) P(b, 0, a)1 0.34895903418 0.32739092305 0.32365004277 0.28061623839 0.719383761612 0.36807390057 0.30667030898 0.32525579045 0.21734816939 0.782651830613 0.39085481661 0.26963514927 0.33951003412 0.15079989110 0.849200108904 0.41877605321 0.21221865027 0.36900529651 0.08661076916 0.913389230845 0.45055613731 0.13549261529 0.41395124739 0.03595643299 0.964043567016 0.47879919631 0.05899019566 0.46221060803 0.00857366994 0.991426330067 0.49432319346 0.01463521470 0.49104159184 0.00080952252 0.999190477488 0.49898253274 0.00224291095 0.49877455631 0.00001805465 0.999981945359 0.49985762067 0.00028976704 0.49985261230 0.00000006090 0.9999999391010 0.49998185346 0.00003637704 0.49998176950 0.00000000003 0.9999999999711 0.49999772587 0.00000454959 0.49999772454 0.00000000000 1.0000000000012 0.49999971564 0.00000056874 0.49999971562 0.00000000000 1.0000000000013 0.49999996445 0.00000007109 0.49999996445 0.00000000000 1.00000000000In the HMM trained to reognize the harater \U", we observe that:� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100100 (orrespondingto the harater \I") is 8:111088 � 10�22;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 101101101111 (orrespondingto the harater \U") is 3:251364 � 10�3;� the aeptane-probability for the entry 100100100111 (orrespondingto the harater \L") is 6:103893 � 10�17.After the agent was trained for reognizing the haraters \I" and \U", theagent reeives an entry, for example 100100100111 (the harater \L"), whihhe tries to reognize. The reognition performs the following steps:� �rst, the agent omputes the probability p1 for the given entry in the�rst environment (trained for \I");� seond, the agent omputes the probability p2 for the given entry in theseond environment (trained for \U");� third, the agent ompares p1 and p2 and determines the maximum;� fourth, beause p1 is greater than p2 the agent reognize the harater\I" as the most probable for the given entry.This is a kind of supervised learning, the agent is trained for a few models, andafter the training he tries to reognize a given entry. We hose this experimentwith two haraters beause it is simple and illustrates very learly the idea oftraining the agent using the training of the HMM.



48 GABRIELA S�ERBANTable 2. The probabilities of transitions during the seond train-ing proessStep P(a, 1, a) P(a, 0 , a) P(a, 0, b) P(b, 1, a) P(b, 0, a)1 0.71380471380 0.14141414141 0.14478114478 1.000 0.002 0.70681329384 0.12043988151 0.17274682466 1.000 0.003 0.69971006779 0.09913020337 0.20115972884 1.000 0.004 0.69291260238 0.07873780715 0.22834959047 1.000 0.005 0.68680005870 0.06040017610 0.25279976520 1.000 0.006 0.68162626416 0.04487879249 0.27349494335 1.000 0.007 0.67748162778 0.03244488333 0.29007348889 1.000 0.008 0.67431367967 0.02294103901 0.30274528131 1.000 0.009 0.67198200820 0.01594602459 0.31207196721 1.000 0.0010 0.67031480817 0.01094442451 0.31874076732 1.000 0.0011 0.66914788095 0.00744364286 0.32340847618 1.000 0.0012 0.66834348425 0.00503045274 0.32662606302 1.000 0.0013 0.66779488597 0.00338465792 0.32882045610 1.000 0.0014 0.66742348964 0.00227046892 0.33030604144 1.000 0.0015 0.66717331840 0.00151995519 0.33130672641 1.000 0.0016 0.66700537657 0.00101612971 0.33197849371 1.000 0.0017 0.66689289418 0.00067868255 0.33242842326 1.000 0.0018 0.66681767274 0.00045301824 0.33272930902 1.000 0.0019 0.66676742102 0.00030226306 0.33293031592 1.000 0.0020 0.66673387346 0.00020162039 0.33306450615 1.000 0.0021 0.66671148776 0.00013446328 0.33315404895 1.000 0.0022 0.66669655476 0.00008966429 0.33321378095 1.000 0.0023 0.66668659534 0.00005978602 0.33325361864 1.000 0.0024 0.66667995391 0.00003986172 0.33328018438 1.000 0.0025 0.66667552547 0.00002657642 0.33329789811 1.000 0.0026 0.66667257283 0.00001771848 0.33330970870 1.000 0.00Also, we onsidered an experiment with four haraters: \A", \L", \U", \I".The assoiated HMM has four states and the reognition proess works well.On our opinion, it would be interesting the ombination of the above desribedmethod of training with ertain dynami programming methods.4. The appliationThe appliation is written in Mirosoft Visual C++ 5.0 and implements thealgorithms desribed in the previous setions.



TRAINING INTELLIGENT AGENTS USING HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS 49Examples1. For the sequene 100100100111 the appliation displays the following results:The entry is**** * *The maximum probability for the entry is 0.003906The harater reognized for the given entry is:****2. For the sequene 000101111101 the appliation displays the following results:The entry is* ** * ** *The maximumprobability for the entry 000101111101 is 2:2966411�10�22 The harater reognized for the given entry is:* ** ** ** * * 5. ConlusionsIn ertain situations, the behavior of an intelligent agent an be modeled usingan HMM. In suh situations, it would be interesting to use mathematial methodsfor working on these models.In the ase of the proposed experiment, some future researh would be:� how ould the proposed model be generalized for as many haraters aspossible;� how ould the struture of the HMM be generated dynamially;� how would suh probabilisti methods be more appropriate than others;� how ould the probabilisti methods be ombined with others (that mayalso be heuristi) for obtaining a higher performane of the model;



50 GABRIELA S�ERBAN� what would happen in ertain \plateau" situations (where a given entrywould have the same probability in more environments).Anyway, whih we wanted to emphasize in this paper is another way of workingon problems of training intelligent agents.Referenes[1℄ D.Jurafsky, James H. Martin : \Speeh and language proessing", Prentie Hall., 2000.[2℄ E. Charniak: \Statistial language learning", MIT Press, 1996.[3℄ S.J.Russell, P.Norvig: \Arti�ial intelligene. A modern approah", Prentie-Hall Inter-national,1995.[4℄ D.Tatar, G.Serban: \Training probabilisti ontext-free grammars as hidden Markov mod-els", Studia Universitatis \Babes-Bolyai", Series Informatia XLV (2), 2000, 69{78.\Babes�-Bolyai" University, Cluj-Napoa, RomaniaE-mail address: gabis�s.ubbluj.ro



STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000SOME PARALLEL NONDETERMINISTIC ALGORITHMSVIRGINIA NICULESCUAbstrat. Nondeterminism is useful in two ways. First, it is employed toderive simple and general programs, where the simpliity is ahieved by avoid-ing unneessary determinism; suh programs an be optimized by limitingthe nondeterminism. Seond, some systems are inherently nondeterministi;programs that represent suh systems have to employ some nondeterministionstrut. Nondeterministi programs an be mapped more easier on parallelmahine, sine parallelism brings some nondeterminism by itself.In this artile, there are onstruted some nondeterministi programs,for some numerial methods, using the UNITY notation[3℄. The orretnessof the algorithms is proven, and some possible mappings are disussed.1. IntrodutionNondeterminism is useful in two ways. First, it is employed to derive simpleand general programs, where the simpliity is ahieved by avoiding unneessarydeterminism; suh programs an be optimized by limiting the nondeterminism.Seond, some systems are inherently nondeterministi; programs that representsuh systems have to employ some nondeterministi onstrut.There is a variety of parallel arhitetures, though parallel programs have to bedeveloped suh that they an be mapped in di�erent ways, on di�erent arhite-tures. A solution is to speify little in the early stages of design, and speify enoughin the �nal stages to ensure eÆient exeution on target arhiteture. Speifyinglittle about program exeution means that the programs may be nondeterministi.To express the nondeterministi programs, the model used for the developingthe programs is UNITY [3℄: "Unbounded Nondeterministi Iterative Transforma-tions", whih is briey desribed in the next setion.2. A Programming NotationThe UNITY program struture is2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68N19.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. G.1.3. [Mathematis of Computing℄ : Numeri-al Analysis { Numerial Linear Algebra; G.4. [Mathematis of Computing℄ : MathematialSoftware; D.1.3 [Software℄ : Programming Tehniques { Conurrent Programming .51



52 VIRGINIA NICULESCUprogram ! Program program� namedelare delare� setionalways always� setioninitially initially� setionassign assign� setionendThe delare � setion, names the variables used in the program and their types.The syntax is similar to that used in Pasal. The always�setion is used to de�neertain variables as funtion of others. This setion is not neessary for writingUNITY programs, but it is onvenient. The initially � setion is used to de�neinitial values of some of the variables; uninitialized variables have arbitrary initialvalues. The assign� setion ontains a set of assignment statements.The program exeution starts in a state where the values of variables are asspei�ed in the initially-setion. (A state is haraterized by the values of allvariables.) In eah step, any one statement is exeuted. Statements are seletedarbitrarily for exeution, though in an in�nite exeution of the program eah state-ment is exeuted in�nitely often. A state of a program is alled a �xed point if andonly if exeution of any statement of the program, in this state, leaves the stateunhanged. A prediate, alled FP, haraterize the �xed points of the program.One FP holds, ontinued exeution leaves values of all variables unhanged, andtherefore it makes no di�erene whether the exeution ontinues or terminates.The termination of a program is regarded as a feature of an implementation. Aprogram exeution is an in�nite sequene of statement exeutions and an imple-mentation is a �nite pre�x of the sequene.2.1. Mapping Programs to Arhitetures. One way to implement a programis to halt it after it reahes a �xed point.A mapping to a von Neumann mahine spei�es the shedule for exeutingassignments and the manner in whih a program exeution terminates.In a synhronous shared-memory system, a �xed number of idential proessorsshare a ommon memory that an be read and written by any proessors. Thesynhronism inherent in a multiple-assignment makes it onvenient to map suh astatement to this arhiteture.A UNITY program an be mapped to asynhronous shared-memory system,by partitioning the statements of the program among the proessors. In addition,a shedule of exeution for eah proessor should be spei�ed that guarantees afair exeution for eah partition. If the exeution for every partition is fair, thenany fair interleaving of these exeutions determines a fair exeution of the entireprogram. Two statements are not exeuted onurrently if one modi�es a variablethat the other uses.Other arhitetures an be onsidered for mappings.



SOME PARALLEL NONDETERMINISTIC ALGORITHMS 532.2. Assignment Statement. It is allowed that a number of variables to beassigned simultaneously in a multiple assignment, as inx; y; z := 0; 1; 2:Suh an assignment an also be written as a set of assignment-omponents sepa-rated by k, as in x; y := 0; 1kz := 2or x := 0ky := 1kz := 2:The variables to be assigned and the values to be assigned to them may be de-sribed using quanti�ation, rather than enumeration:< ki : 0 � i < N :: A[i℄ := B[i℄ > :A notation like the following is used for a onditional assignment:x := �1 if y < 0 �0 if y = 1 �1 if y > 0 :2.3. Assign-setion. The symbol z ats as a separator between the statements.A quanti�ed-statement-list denotes a set of statements obtained by instantiatingthe statement-list with the appropriate instanes of bounded variables; if there isno instane, quanti�ed-statement-list denotes an empty set of statements. Thenumber of the instanes must be �nite. The boolean expression in the quanti�a-tion should no name program variables whose values may hange during programexeution.2.4. Initially-setion. The syntax of this setion is the same as that of the assign-setion exept that symbol := is replaed with =. The equations de�ning the initialvalues should not be irular.2.5. Always-setion. An always-setion is used to de�ne ertain program vari-ables as funtion of other variables. The syntax used in the always-setion is thesame as in the initially-setion.3. Nondeterministi Gauss EliminationWe onsider the Gaussian elimination sheme for solving a set of linear equa-tions, A �X = B;where A[0::n � 1; 0::n � 1℄ and B[0::n � 1℄ are given and the solution is to bestored in X [0::n� 1℄. Gaussian elimination is presented typially as a sequene ofn pivot steps. The following UNITY program allows nondeterministi hoies inthe seletions of the pivot rows.



54 VIRGINIA NICULESCU3.1. A Solution. LetM(A;B) (orM for short) the matrix with n rows and n+1olumns, where the �rst n olumns are from A and the last olumn is from B. Inthe Gaussian elimination M(A;B) is modi�ed to M(A0 ;B0) by ertain operationssuh that A �X = Band A0 �X = B0have the same solutions for X . The goal of the algorithm is to apply a sequeneof these operations to onvert M(A;B) to M(In;XF ), where In is the identitymatrix; then XF is the desired solution vetor. This goal an be realized if therank of A is n, whih we assume to be the ase.The program onsists of two kinds of statements:(1) Pivot with row u, provided thatM [u; u℄ 6= 0; this has the e�et of settingM [u; u℄ to 1 and M [v; u℄ to 0, for all v; v 6= u(2) Exhange two rows u and v, provided that both M [u; u℄ and M [v; v℄ arezero and at least one of M [u; v℄;M [v; u℄ is nonzero; this has the e�et ofreplaing a zero diagonal with a nonzero element.Due to the fat that there are some possible exhanges between the rows, theelements of the solution vetor will be exhanged also. The permutation of theelements is stored in an array p.Program GaussdelareM : array[0::n� 1; 0::n℄ of realp : array[0::n� 1℄ of integerinitially< i : 0 � i < n : p[i℄ = i >assignfpivot with row u if M [u; u℄ 6= 0g< zu : 0 � u < n ::< kv; j : 0 � j < n ^ 0 � v < n ^ v 6= u ::M [v; j℄ :=M [v; j℄�M [v; u℄ �M [u; j℄=M [u; u℄ if M [u; u℄ 6= 0>k < kj : 0 � j < n ::M [u; j℄ :=M [u; j℄=M [u; u℄ if M [u; u℄ 6= 0>>



SOME PARALLEL NONDETERMINISTIC ALGORITHMS 55zfexhange two rows if both have zero diagonal elements and theexhange results in at least one of these elements being set to nonzerog< zu; v : 0 � u < n ^ 0 � v < n ^ u 6= v ::< kj : 0 � j < n ::M [u; j℄;M [v; j℄; p[u℄; p[v℄ :=M [v; j℄;M [u; j℄; p[v℄; p[u℄if M [u; u℄ = 0 ^M [v; v℄ = 0 ^ (M [u; v℄ 6= 0 _M [v; u℄ 6= 0)>>endfGaussg3.2. Corretness. Let M0 denote the initial Z matrix. Sine eah statement inthe program modi�es M suh that the solutions to the given linear equations arepreserved, we have the following invariant:invariant M0;M have the same solution:In the following, A refers to the n � n matrix in the left part of M , and B,to the last olumn of M . First, it is proven that the program Gauss reahes a�xed point and that at any �xed point, A is an identity matrix. Then, from theinvariant, B is the desired solution vetor. In the following, a unit olumn is aolumn in whih the diagonal element is 1 and all other elements are 0. That is,olumn u is a unit olumn means thatM [v; u℄ = 0 if u 6= v � 1 if u = v:To show that a �xed point is reahed, it is proven that the pair (p; q), wherep = number of unit olumns in Aq = number of nonzero diagonal elements in A;inreases lexiographially with every state hange.We onsider eah statement in turn. Pivoting with row u, where olumn u is aunit olumn, ause no state hange. A state hange results from a pivot operationwith row u only if olumn u is not a unit olumn; the e�et of the pivot operationis to set u to a unit olumn, thus inreasing p.Two rows u and v are exhanged only when M [u; u℄ = 0 ^ M [v; v℄ = 0 ^(M [u; v℄ 6= 0_M [v; u℄ 6= 0). Hene neither of the olumns u or v is a unit olumn.The exhange preserves all the unit olumns, also preserving p. In addition, atleast one diagonal element, M [u; u℄ or M [v; v℄ is set to nonzero. Sine both ofthese elements were previously zero, q inreases. Therefore, every state hangein program Gauss inreases (p; q) lexiographially. Sine eah of p; q is boundedfrom above by n, Gauss reahes a �x point.Now, it must be proved that A is an identity matrix at any �x point. The proofis as follows. Lemma 1 proves that if any diagonal element M [u; u℄ is nonzero at a�xed point, u is a unit olumn. Lemma 2 proves that if some diagonal element iszero at a �x point, all elements in the row are zero. This ontradits the assumption



56 VIRGINIA NICULESCUthat the determinant of A is nonzero. (Note that exeution of any statement inGauss preserves the determinant.) Therefore every diagonal element is nonzeroand, using Lemma 1, A is an identity matrix.Lemma 1. At any �xed point of program Gauss,M [u; u℄ 6= 0) u is a unit olumn:Proof: Consider the statement for a pivot orresponding to row u. At any �xpoint, given that M [u; u℄ 6= 0, for any j and v; u 6= v,M [v; j℄ =M [v; j℄�M [v; u℄ �M [u; j℄=M [u; u℄and M [u; j℄ =M [u; j℄=M [u; u℄:In partiular, with j = u,M [v; u℄ =M [v; u℄�M [v; u℄ �M [u; u℄=M [u; u℄ = 0and M [u; u℄ =M [u; u℄=M [u; u℄ = 1:Therefore u is a unit olumn.Lemma 2. At any �xed point of program Gauss,M [u; u℄ = 0)M [u; v℄ = 0;8v 6= u:Proof: Consider two ases: M [v; v℄ = 0 and M [v; v℄ 6= 0.In the �rst ase, onsider the exhange statement for rows u; v. At any �x point,given that M [u; u℄ = 0 ^M [v; v℄ = 0:(M [u; u℄ = 0 ^M [v; v℄ = 0) _ (^j ::M [u; j℄ =M [v; j℄):Consider the partiular ase, j = v. Then,(M [u; u℄ = 0 ^M [v; v℄ = 0) _ (M [u; v℄ =M [v; v℄):Using the fat that M [v; v℄ = 0 we onlude that M [u; v℄ = 0.In the seond ase, if M [v; v℄ 6= 0 from Lemma 1, M [u; v℄ = 0.3.3. Mappings. Program Gauss an be implemented in a variety of ways ondi�erent arhitetures. For a sequential mahine, it may be more eÆient to hoosethe pivot rows in a partiular order. The orretness of this sheme is obviousfrom the proof beause it is obtained from the given program by restriting thenondeterministi hoies in statement exeutions. For an asynhronous shared-memory or distributed arhiteture, the given program admits several possibleimplementations; the simplest one is to assign a proess to a row. To failitatethe exhange operation, it is possible to allow the row number at a proess tobe hanged. Two rows an be then exhanged simply by exhanging their rownumbers. A parallel synhronous arhiteture with O(n) proessors an omplete



SOME PARALLEL NONDETERMINISTIC ALGORITHMS 57eah exhange operation in a onstant time and eah pivot operation in O(n) steps;with O(n2) proessors, a pivot operation takes onstant time.4. The Inverse of a MatrixThe method we use for the omputation of the inverse matrix use Gauss-Jordansteps. A Gauss-Jordan step with the pivot element a[u; v℄ 6= 0 transforms thematrix A elements, in the following way:a[i; j℄ = 8>>>><>>>>: 1a[u;v℄ ; i = u ^ j = v�a[i;j℄a[u;v℄ ; i = u ^ j 6= va[i;j℄a[u;v℄ ; i 6= u ^ j = va[i;j℄�a[u;v℄�a[i;v℄�a[u;j℄a[u;v℄ ; i 6= u ^ j 6= v :If we apply a Gauss-Jordan step n times on matrix A[0::n� 1; 0::n� 1℄ we obtainthe inverse matrix A�1 [2℄. We assume that the rank of matrix A is n.4.1. A Solution. The hoie of the pivot element it is done in nondeterministiway, provided that it is nonzero. Sine, a pivot operation have to be done onlyone time for a partiular row u and a partiular olumn v, after the exeution of apivot operation with the pivot element a[u; v℄ we set ind1[u℄ = 1 and ind2[v℄ = 1.The ind1 and ind2 are two arrays whih indiate the possible pivot steps. Anelimination step with the pivot a[u; v℄ an be exeuted only if ind1[u℄ = 0 ^ind2[v℄ = 0.Beause we not hoose every time pivot elements from the diagonal, a permu-tations of the rows of the inverse matrix results. The permutation p depends ofthe hoies of the pivot elements.Program inversedelarea : array[0::n� 1; 0::n� 1℄ of realind1; ind2 : array[0::n� 1℄ of integerp : array[0::n� 1℄ of integerinitially< u : 0 � u < n :: ind1[u℄; ind2[u℄ = 0; 0 >assignfpivot operation with the element u; v if a[u; v℄ 6= 0g< zu; v : 0 � u < n ^ 0 � v < n ::< ki; j : 0 � i < n ^ 0 � j < n ::



58 VIRGINIA NICULESCUa[i; j℄ := 1=a[u; v℄ if i = u ^ j = v �:= �a[u; j℄=a[u; v℄ if i = u ^ j 6= v �:= a[i; v℄=a[u; v℄ if i 6= u ^ j = v �:= (a[i; j℄ � a[u; v℄� a[u; j℄ � a[i; v℄)=a[u; v℄ if i 6= u ^ j 6= v>kind1[u℄; ind2[v℄; p[u℄ := 1; 1; vif a[u; v℄ 6= 0 ^ ind1[u℄ = 0 ^ ind2[v℄ = 0>endfinverseg4.2. Corretness. If we denote by p the following sum p = (Pu : 0 � u < n :ind1[u℄), and by q the sum q = (Pu : 0 � u < n : ind2[u℄), it an be easy provedthat the for the pair (p; q) the equality p = q holds at any moment of the exeution.So, we an write: invariant p = q:The number p(p = q) inrease after the exeution of any statement. The valuesfor p and q are bounded from above by n, hene the program inverse reahes ata �x point, where p = q = n.The equality p = q = n whih holds at any �x point shows that there areexeuted exat n Gauss-Jordan steps with pivot elements from di�erent rows andolumns. Therefore the matrix A at any �x point is the inverse matrix of theinitial matrix, possible with the rows permuted.To transform the result to the true inverse matrix the following program anbe used. Program transformdelarea : array[0::n� 1; 0::n� 1℄ of realp : array[0::n� 1℄ of iutegerassign< zu; v : 0 � u < n ^ 0 � v < n ::frows exhange g< kj : 0 � j < n :: a[u; j℄; a[v; j℄ := a[v; j℄; a[u; j℄ >k p[u℄; p[v℄ := p[v℄; p[u℄if p[u℄ = v _ p[v℄ = u>endftransformg4.3. Mappings. On a sequential arhiteture the program inverse an be mappedby hoosing the �rst pivot element founded; the searh of the element is made de-pending in ind1 and ind2.



SOME PARALLEL NONDETERMINISTIC ALGORITHMS 59The program an be implemented on an asynhronous shared-memory system,by assigning a proessor to a row, or by assigning a proessor to eah matrixelement (and so the operations assoiated with it), provided that there are enoughproessors.On a parallel synhronous arhiteture with n2 proessors the exeution of theprogram takes O(n) time.4.4. Other Appliations. The program inverse an be used to �nd the rank ofa matrix. The rank it will be equal to p = q, whih represents the number of theGauss-Jordan steps, whih were exeuted.With slight modi�ations, this program an be used to resolve a system oflinear equations. The matrix A is replaed with the matrix M de�ned for theGauss program M = [AjB℄ and �nally the result (the solution vetor)is the lastolumn of the matrix at the �x point. A permutation of the elements it is done inthis ase also.The appliation of n Gauss-Jordan steps represents also the seond stage of thealgorithm SIMPLEX. 5. ConlusionsThere are presented some nondeterministi algorithms from numerial analysis.Their orretness was proved, and di�erent mappings are disussed.Nondeterministi programs an be mapped more easier on parallel mahine,beause the parallelism brings some nondeterminism by itself.Interesting algorithms an be developed using the onept of nondeterminism.Nondeterministi programs an be implemented on di�erent arhitetures, in eÆ-ient ways. Referenes[1℄ G. E. Blelloh, B. M. Maggs , Parallel Algorithms, ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 28, No.1, Marh 1996, pg. 51-54.[2℄ W.W. Brekner, Operational Researh, "Babe�s-Bolyai\ University, Cluj-Napoa, 1981 (inRomanian).[3℄ K.M. Chandy, J. Misra, Parallel Program Design: A Foundation, Addison-Wesley, 1988.[4℄ Gh. Coman, Numerial Analysis, Libris, Cluj-Napoa, 1995 (in Romanian).[5℄ I. Foster, Designing and Building Parallel Programs, 1995.[6℄ Carrol Morgan, Programming from Spei�ations, Prentie Hall, 1990.Department of Computer Siene, \Babes�-Bolyai" University, RO-3400 Cluj-Napoa,1 Kog�alnieanu St., RO-3400 Cluj-Napoa, RomaniaE-mail address: gina�s.ubbluj.ro



STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000ON PROGRAMMING STYLE { PROGRAM CORRECTNESSRELATIONM. FRENT� IUAbstrat. There is little empirial information about the relation betweenthe quality of the programs and the style of the programmer. One experimentin this diretion is presented in this paper.It is onsidered that the style of the programmer a�ets his eÆieny,and the orretness of his programs. To sustain this hyphotesis, the papersat a written examination were analysed and the onlusions are presented.Key words: programming methodology, style, quality, software metris,eduation 1. IntrodutionThe need to measure various attributes met in software engineering is underlinedin [4℄. Certainly, it is very important to asess the time needed to realize a softwareprojet, or to evaluate the quality, maintainability, reliability, or usability of aprogram, or the produtivity of a programmer. Also, we think it is very useful toassess the e�et of programming style on the above mentioned attributes.Is there a relation between the style of a programmer and the quality of hiswork? We need some de�nitions of the onepts we use. What is a style? In [2℄the word style is onsidered to be the general way in whih something is done,\the general attitudes and usual ways of behaving", \the style of a produt is itsdesign", and the style of writing is \the hoie of words and the way in whihsentenes and paragraphs are strutured". It is somebody's manner of speaking,ating, writing, for expressing his thought.In Software Engineering when we de�ne the style we an think only to how theprograms look [15, 17℄. Therefore, in a narrow sens we have:De�nition 1. Programming Style onsists of the ways in whih the programerwrites programs easy to read, and easy to understand, the ways in whih thesequalities are ahieved.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68N30.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. D.2.3 [Software℄ : Software Engineering { CodingTools and Tehniques D.2.7 [Software℄ : Software Engineering { Distirbution, Maintenane andEnhanements . 60



ON PROGRAMMING STYLE { PROGRAM CORRECTNESS RELATION 61Readability is onsidered to be the main attribute of style [11℄. And readabilitydepends on indentation, good names, and on the omments present in the textsof the programs.We will briey desribe the elements of style. But we must say that they maydi�er from person to person, although eah programmer must have and think to hisown style. Citing Gries, \Whatever onventions you use, use them onsistently"[10℄.Therefore, the elements of style (in a narrow sens) are:� Comments;� Text Formatting (Indentation, White Spaes);� Good Names for Entities of the Program.Comments are very important for internal doumentation. Every programought to have doumentation in it. Comments must be used:� to state the spei�ation of the problem solved by the program, to preisethe author, date, and other useful information for the reader;� to show the purpose of eah variable;� to explain what a proedure does: to show the spei�ation of the pro-edure, and the meaning of the parameters;� to write the loop invariants in those plaes of the program where theyhold;� to explain the onditions in whih some parts of the programs are reahed,and the role of these parts;� and to transmit other useful information to the reader.Indentation rules are used to enrih the larity of the program. There are avariety of suggestions for suh rules. Gries suggests the following indentation rules[10℄: � suesive short ommands an be written on the same line provided that,logially, they belong together;� ommands of a sequene that appear on suesive lines should begin inthe same olumn;� subommands of a omand must be indented 3 or 4 spaes from theolumn where the ommand begins;� the pre- and postondition of a ommand should begin in the same ol-umn as the ommand;� a loop should be preeded by an invariant and a bound funtion; theseshould begin in the same olumn as the beginning of the loop.Then, the names of variables, funtions, types, ontribute to the larity ofprograms [13, 14℄. Here are some rules in this diretion:� hoose meaningful names for all entities;



62 M. FRENT�IU� do not use a single name for two variables (i.e. the same name has onemeaning in a part of the program, and a seond meaning in anotherpart);� de�ne your variables before you use them, and then be sure to adhereto the de�nitions;� when a name is omposed of two words, start the seond one with aapital letter.But everybody admits that a badly oneived program remains a bad program.It may be well doumented through omments, it may be nie indented, and itmay use meningful names, if it is not orret it is useless. And, also, if it annotbe maintained, it is not of a good quality.Therefore, we onsider a larger aspet of programming style.De�nition 2. Programming Style onsists of all means taken by the programmerin his ativity for produing reliabile produts easy to read, and easy to under-stand, the ways in whih these qualities are ahieved [13, 10℄, [8, page 137℄.This de�nition sets in the main frame the way in whih the programmer respetsthe general aepted rules for good programming. It starts with the spei�ationof the program, with the way in whih the design is done, with the larity ofdoumentation for all stages of work. As Floyd [5℄ said, we must permanently�ght to aquire better programming methods for produing orret and easilymaintainable programs. The style depends on how the general aepted rules forgood programming are respeted. And there are many books and papers thatontain suh rules [13, 14, 10, 6, 7, 8, 9℄.2. The experimentThe opportunity to do this study was o�ered by the Graduate Liene Examina-tion held in June 2001. 94 students took part in this exam (for B.S. in ComputerSiene). The subjet onsisted of two parts: theoretis (the �rst two subjets),and programming (next two subjets). Here are the subjets:(1) Sorting. Quiksort;(2) Merging;(3) Speify, design, and implement an Abstrat Data Type SET;(4) Write a program whih prints the longest sequene of onseutive primesfrom a given sequene of natural numbers.The results are given in Table 2. Sine the results for the theoretial subjetsare not diretly used in the analysis, only the total number of points (for allfour subjets) are given in the fourth olumn (denoted by T). The P3, and P4olumns ontain the points given for the subjet (3), and (4), respetively. Then,the elements of style are measured by grades from 0 to 10. The grade 0 is givenwhen the orresponding attribute is not present at all, and 10 if it is onsideredperfetly.
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64 M. FRENT�IULine no. X1 X2 Y C(X1,Y) C(X2,Y)1 P3 T P3/I 0.70 0.672 P3 T P3/C 0.37 0.373 P3 T P3/N 0.70 0.704 P3 T P3/G 0.79 0.735 P4 T P4/I 0.64 0.576 P4 T P4/C 0.42 0.457 P4 T P4/N 0.56 0.508 P4 T P4/G 0.76 0.669 P3 P4 P3/I + P4/I 0.63 0.6110 P3 P4 P3/C + P4/C 0.43 0.4011 P3 P4 P3/N + P4/N 0.60 0.6312 P3 P4 P3/G + P4/G 0.72 0.6913 P3/I + P4/I P3/N + P4/N T 0.68 0.6714 P3/C + P4/C P3/G + P4/G T 0.48 0.77Table 2. The orrelation oeÆients for various attributesFor example, in olumn P4/C the grades for omments in the program orre-sponding to the problem 4 are given. The minimum amount of omments requiredto obtain 10 is formed from the statement of the problem, the preondition andthe postondition for eah proedure, the meaning of eah variable, and, in someimportant plaes, the situation in whih that part of the proedure is reahed.The papers were independently analysed by two teahers, and the points weregiven for the global orretness of programs. It was similar to an inspetion of theprogram, suh that the given number of points reets the measure of programorretness (olumns P3, and P4, respetively), and aquired knowledges (olumnT). Although everybody knew that the orretness of programs is important, andthis was wathed arefully, the students also knew that the teahers look at theirstyle of programming.The olumns marked by (C), (I), and (N) ontain the points for the measuresin whih the rules onneted to omments, indentation, and good names are re-speted, as explained above. The olumn (G) ontains the points (from 0 to 10)for the way in whih all the general aepted programming rules are respeted,starting with the spei�ations of the problem and of all used modules, analysingthe design and the doumentation of all ativities. The points ontained in theolumns (C), (I), (N), and (G) were given by the author of this paper.3. ConlusionsIt is known that the measure of linear dependene between two harateristisis given by the orrelation oeÆient of these harateristis. Therefore, the or-relation oeÆients for various attributes were omputed. They are given in Table3, where C(X,Y) denotes the orrelation oe�ient of the attributes X and Y.



ON PROGRAMMING STYLE { PROGRAM CORRECTNESS RELATION 65As we expeted, these oeÆients are positive, and show that there is a strongdependene between the orresponding attributes. This on�rms the idea thatprogramming style has an important impat on program orretness. Also, it wasexpeted that the largest oeÆients are between the orretness and the way inwhih the general rules are satis�ed (olumn G).Moreover, we must observe that these orrelation oe�ients are stable for bothproblems, i.e. C(P3; A) is losed to C(P4; A) for all attributes A 2 fI; C;N;Gg.This on�rms that the students have been onvined of the neessity to respetthe above mentioned rules, and have aquired an aeptable programming style.Nevertheless, we must observe some anomalies, and, for eduational purposes,take some measure to eliminate them. First, we an observe that the smallestoeÆients orrespond to the olumn C: C(P3; P3=C) = 0:37 is the smallest ofall. Therefore, students do not like writing omments. In this diretion we mustobserve that there are 56 programs (from 188 = 2 � 94) that have no ommentsat all!This is in ontrast with the ase of the other attributes, where the presene ofzeros is an exeption, only the lines with P3 = 0, or P4 = 0, having the gradesfor these attributes equal to zero.The indentation rules are muh better respeted. There is one more reason forthis. At all letures, when the teahers write algorithms or ode, they respetthese rules in all lines. But only sometimes they write omments.We may onlude that a good programming style and a orret programminghabit must be taught in parrallel. As an be seen [6, 7, 8, 9℄ there were manyimportant programming style rules in my letures, but they were not ompulsory,as is the ase of many universities [1, 3, 11, 12, 15, 17℄. As a onsequene of thisanalysis, I think suh rules must beome ompulsory.Referenes[1℄ Adams, David, and Dan Bekett, Programming Style, http://www.island-data.om/downloads/ papers/programmingstyle.html, 2001.[2℄ BBC English Ditionary, HarperCollins Publishers, 1993.[3℄ Craig E.Wills, Programming Assignments, http://www.s.wpi.edu/�ew/ourses/2005/style/style.html[4℄ Fenton, N.E., Software Metris. A Rigorous Approah, Int. Thompson Computer Press,London, 1995.[5℄ Floyd, R.W., The Paradigms of Programming, Comm.ACM, 22(1979),8, 455-460.[6℄ Frent�iu M., B.Prv, Programming Proverbs Revisited, Studia Univ. Babe�s- Bolyai, Mathe-matia, XXXVIII (1993), 3, 49-58.[7℄ Frent�iu M., On Program Corretness and Teahing Programming, Computer Siene Journalof Moldova, vol.5 (1997), no.3, pp.250-260.[8℄ Frent�iu M., Lazar I.(Romanian), Programming Fundamentals. Algorithms Design,Ed.Univ."Petru-Maior", Târgu-Mure�s, 2000.[9℄ Frentiu M., Verifying Program Corretness (Romanian), Ed.Univ."Petru-Maior", Târgu-Mure�s, 2001.
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STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000USING SCALABLE STATECHARTS FOR ACTIVE OBJECTSINTERNAL CONCURRENCY MODELINGDAN MIRCEA SUCIUAbstrat. In the last two deades, the design of objet models having on-urrent features has represented a onstant onern for many researhers.The fundamental abstrations used in this methodology are onurrent (orative) objets and protools for passing messages between them. Statehartsseem to be one of the most appropriate ways of modeling the behavior of on-urrent objets. Based on stateharts we will de�ne an exeutable formalism,alled level 2 salable statehart (SS2), for modeling of intra-onurreny inobjet-oriented onurrent appliations.Key words: objet-oriented onurrent programming, reative sys-tems, stateharts. 1. IntrodutionIn the last two deades, the design of objet models having onurrent featureshas represented a onstant onern for many researhers. This was happening formainly two reasons. On the one hand, as an e�et of the obtained tehnologialprogress, many objet-oriented programming languages having onurrent featureshave been designed during this time (over 100 suh languages have been disussedand systemized in [10℄).On the other hand, the fat is known that objet-oriented programming hasbeen developed having as a model our environment (seen as a set of objets amongwhih several relationships exist and whih ommuniate between them by messagetransmission). However, in the real world these objets are naturally onurrent,whih leads to the normal trend of transposing this thing into programming.It is interesting how two distint riteria, the �rst one objetive (determined bythe rise of performanes and omplexities of the alulus systems), and the seondone subjetive (atually determined by \deeny", whih urges us to solve di�erentabstrat problems looking for similitude with the real world), have �nally led to2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68N30.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. D.2.3 [Software℄ : Software Engineering { CodingTools and Tehniques D.2.7 [Software℄ : Software Engineering { Distirbution, Maintenane andEnhanements . 67



68 DAN MIRCEA SUCIUthe development of some onepts, some programming tehniques and impliitlyof some eÆient analysis and design methods for developing appliations.The onurrent programming has ourred before the objet-oriented program-ming. It has been applied for the �rst time within the framework of proedurallanguages. Here the main problems studied have been onerned to the syn-hronization of the parallel exeution of some instrution sequenes and to theinformation transmission among many other onurrent ativities.One with the appearane of objet-oriented programming software develop-ment has met a qualitative and meaningful leap. In this way, the development ofthese programs (or appliations) does not involve the deomposition of problemsinto algorithmi proedures, but independent objets that interats among them.An evaluation of the oordinating primitives of these interations will be ahievedin a onurrent system.In the same time, a great interest was aorded to objet oriented tehnology,espeially to the analysis and design methods. The analysis and design methodsmay be de�ned as oherent approahes used to desribe a system. Due to theomplexity of the systems, di�erent models are built, eah of them ontaininganother view of the system. Any model emphasize an aspet and neglet all theothers. For instane, the entity- relation model desribes the dates involved inthe system and indiates nothing about their proessing. In order to over all theaspets onneted with the design, every method uses more than one model.

Figure 1. Iterative model of appliations development using anobjet-oriented analysis/design method



ACTIVE OBJECTS INTERNAL CONCURRENCY MODELING 69The life yle of an appliation, represents the stages that are go through in theproess of developing that appliation. The most important stages are:Analysis: where are identi�ed the main harateristis of all possible or-ret solutions,Design: that add to analysis models new elements that de�ne a partiularsolution, based on some riteria optimizations,Implementation: where an exeutable design is built for the partiularsolution modeled in design phase,Testing: where is veri�ed the equivalene of the implementation with thedesigned model and validates the fat that the implementation respetsthe orretness riteria identi�ed in the analysis phase.The objet oriented analysis and design methods allow an iterative approah ofthe phases from appliations life yle (Figure 1).CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) tools are software produts ableto support medium or large appliation development. This support is realised byautomating some of the ativities made in an analysis and design method. Ifwe agree that one of the main goals of an analysis and design method is odegeneration and that we should obtain automatially a high rate of appliationode, it is obvious that an eÆient use of a method annot be made without anassoiated CASE tool.Typially, the translation of a omplex analysis/design model into a program-ming language takes a long period. A model is alled exeutable if this translationan be made automatially. The automatization of the translation proess allowsrunning a prototype of an appliation immediately after building its model.This paper aptures aspets regarding onurrent objet oriented appliationmodeling. We analyzed the main objet models developed in literature, insistingon onurreny aspets. In the enter of this analysis is UML (Uni�ed ModelingLanguage) version 1.3 [8℄.The obtained results and the similarities between ative objet and reativesystems drive us to the idea of modeling their behavior through stateharts for-malism. We extended the salable stateharts formalism, introdued in [13℄, whihallow developing exeutable models and o�ers support for automati soure odegeneration and for simulation of ative objets behavior.The exeutability is an important feature of salable stateharts [13℄, allowingthe automatization of ative objets implementation based on their behavioralmodels. Furthermore, the exeutability o�ers support for simulation, testing anddebugging of ative objet exeution at the same level of abstration like the builtmodel.



70 DAN MIRCEA SUCIU2. Level 2 salable stateharts (SS2)SS1 stateharts de�ned in [13℄ do not allow parallel triggering of transitions.Thus SS1 stateharts annot be used to model intra-objet onurreny. Fur-thermore, SS1 stateharts do not provide mehanisms for modeling onditionalsynhronization and synhronization onstraints.We will extent SS1 with new elements that allow us to speify state invariants,onditions for transition triggering and to handle more than one message fromqueue.De�nition 1. A level 2 salable statehart of a lass K is a tuple:SS2K = (M;S;O; P;E; sR; SF ; (stSu; stInit; ortSu; ); inv; T ; eval; par; Sa; C)where: � M is a �nite set of messages,� S is a �nite, non-empty set of states,� O is a �nite, non-empty set of orthogonal omponents,� P is a �nite set of properties,� sR 2 S is the root of the states hierarhy,� SF is a �nite set of �nal states. To preserve the onsisteny of our modelwe will presume that all the �nal states will be suessors of orthogonalomponents from the root state sR. Thus we will eliminate the termina-tion transitions proposed in UML [8℄ without a�et the modeling powerof the stateharts.� funtions that de�nes the states hierarhy:{ stSu : O ! P(S [ SF ), where stSu(o) = fs1; s2; : : : ; sng is theset of sub-states of the orthogonal omponent o, with the restritionthat 8o1; o2 2 O we have stSu(o1) \ stSu(o2) = ;;{ stInit : Onfo : stSu(o) = ;g ! S; stInit(o) = s0 2 stSu(o),the initial sub-state of the orthogonal omponent o (stSu is de�nedonly for non-empty orthogonal omponents);{ ortSu : S ! P(O)nf;g, where ortSu(s) = fo1; o2; : : : ; omg isthe set of the orthogonal omponents owned by state s, with therestrition that 8s1; s2 2 S we have ortSu(s1) \ ortSu(s2) = ;(a state has at least one orthogonal omponent);� T � P(SnfsRg) � M � P (SnfsRg) is a �nite set of transitions. Atransition (fs01; : : : ; s0ig;m; fs001 ; : : : ; s00j g) 2 T means that if an objet is insoure states s01; : : : ; s0i 2 SnfsRg (eah soure state is loated in distintorthogonal omponents of a state from S) and reeives a message mthen, after exeuting the operation assoiated to m, the objet will enterin destination states s001 ; : : : ; s00j 2 SnsRg. The root state an not besoure nor destination for a transition and the sets of soure states anddestination states not ontain states that inludes eah other.



ACTIVE OBJECTS INTERNAL CONCURRENCY MODELING 71� Sa � S [ SF is the set of ative states of the statehart in a givenmoment with the restrition that 8sa 2 Sa; ortSu(sa) = ;,� C 2M? is a �nite sequene of messages, and models the messages queueof an ative objet.Figure 2 ontains an example of a SS0 statehart and its visual representation.The struture of the modeled lass (Bottle) is de�ned in the same �gure usingUML notation.Based on stSu and ortSu funtions we will de�ne another two funtionsthat return the parent of a state or orthogonal omponent.De�nition 2. The funtion stPred : O ! S, where stPred(o) = s 2 S if o 2ortSu(s), determines the parent state of an orthogonal omponent o 2 O. Thefuntion ortPred : S [ SF nfsRg ! O, ortPred(s) = o 2 O if s 2 stSu(o)determines the orthogonal omponent that is parent of a state s 2 S [ SF nfsRg.The restritions stated in de�nition 1:8o1; o2 2 O; stSu(o1) \ stSu(o2) = ; and8s1; s2 2 S; ortSu(s1) \ stSu(s2) = ;;ensure that stPred and ortPred are well de�ned.To omplete the formal de�nition of SS1 stateharts we will give a formalspei�ation for valid transitions. For this reason, we will de�ne �rst the nestingrelation between states and/or orthogonal omponents.De�nition 3. Two elements so1; so2 2 S [O are in nesting relation, denoted byso1 � so2, i� one of the above aÆrmations is true:a) so1 = so2,b) so1 2 S ^ so2 2 S ) 9n 2 N+ : so2 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n times so1 � � � )),) so1 2 O ^ so2 2 O ) 9n 2 N+ : so2 = ortPred(stPred(� � �| {z }n times so1 � � � )),d) so1 2 S ^ so2 2 O ) 9n 2 N+ : so2 = ortPred(stPred(� � �| {z }n times ortPred(so1) � � � ))e) so1 2 O ^ so2 2 S ) 9n 2 N+ : so2 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n times stPred(so1) � � � )).Proposition 1. The nesting relation is partial order over S [ O.Proof . The reexivity is assured by the aÆrmation a) from nesting relationde�nition.



72 DAN MIRCEA SUCIULet so1; so2; so3 2 S be three states suh that so1 � so2 and so2 � so3. Fromde�nition 7 we have that 9n 2 N+ : so2 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n times so1 � � � )) and9m 2 N+ : so3 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }m times so2 � � � )). This implies that 9r = n +m 2N+ : so3 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }r=n+m times so1 � � � )), so so1 � so3. This means that thenesting relation is transitive over S. Analogous it an be proved that the nestingrelation is transitive over S [O for so1; so2; so3 belonging to S and/or O.We will prove that the nesting relation is anti-symmetrial over S.Let so1; so2 2 S be two states for whih so1 � so2 and so2 � so1. This impliesthat: so1 = so2;or 9n;m 2 N+ : so2 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n times so1 � � � ))and so1 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }m times so2 � � � )):Let us suppose that so1 6= so2. Then9r = n+m 2 N+ : so1 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }r=n+m times so1 � � � )):From de�nition 1 we have that the above statement is true only for r = 0. This isobviously impossible beause r 2 N+ . We dedue that so1 = so2. The other threeases (so1; so2 2 O, so1 2 O and so2 2 S, so1 2 S and so2 2 O) are analogous.Thus, 8so1; so2 2 S [ O, so1 � so2 ^ so2 � so1 ) so1 = so2, i.e. the nestingrelation is anti-symmetrial over S [ O.Beause the relation (S [O;�) is reexive, transitive and anti-symmetrial wededue that the nesting relation is partial order over S [ O. �De�nition 4. For a state or orthogonal omponent so 2 S [ O, fso0 : so0 2S [ O; so � so0g, denoted by PREDso, is the set of all its predeessors.Proposition 2. For all so 2 S [ O, (PREDso;�) is total order.Proof. Corresponding to proposition 1, the relation (PREDso; ) is partialorder. Let so0; so00 2 PREDso \ S be two predeessor states of so. Aording tode�nition 8 we have:9n0 2 N+ : so0 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n0 times so � � � ))



ACTIVE OBJECTS INTERNAL CONCURRENCY MODELING 73and 9n00 2 N+ : so00 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n00 times so � � � )):We suppose that n0 > n0'. We have:9n00 2 N+ : so00 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n0�n" times so0 � � � ))that implies so0 � so00. The other three ases (so0; so00 2 PREDso \ O, so0 2PREDsoapO and so00 2 PREDso\S, so0 2 PREDso\S and so00\PREDso\O) are analogous.Thus, 8so0; so00 2 PREDso, so0 � so00 or so00 � so0, whih implies (PREDso;�)is total order. �De�nition 5. Let (X;�) be a partially ordered set and let Y be a subset of X.An element x 2 X is a lower bound for Y i� x � y for all y 2 Y . A lower boundx for Y is the greatest lower bound for Y i�, for every lower bound x0 for Y ,x0 � y. Whet it exists, we denote the greatest lower bound for Y by uY .In the paper we use the following three well known results [9℄:� if x is a lower bound for Y and x 2 Y then uY = x;� if uY exists then it is unique;� if (Y;�) is total order and Y is �nite then uY exists and uY 2 Y .Beause (PREDso;�) is total order and PREDso is a �nite set, we dedue thatthe greatest lower bound for PREDso does exist, and uPREDso 2 PREDso. Wewill prove that uPREDso is the parent of so.Proposition 3. Let so 2 S [ O be a state or orthogonal omponent. One of thefollowing aÆrmations is true:1) so 2 S ) ortPred(so) = uPREDso,2) so 2 O ) stPred(so) = uPREDso.Proof. a) Let so 2 S be a state. It is obvious that so � ortPred(so), andbased on the de�nition of set PREDso we have that ortPred(so) 2 PREDso.Let so0 2 PREDso be an arbitrary predeessor of the state so. From de�nition8 we have that so � so0. If so0 is an orthogonal omponent (so0 2 O) then:9n 2 N : so0 = ortPred(stPred(� � �| {z }n times ortPred(so) � � � ));whih implies that ortPred(so) � so0. The ase when so0 is a state (so0 2 S) isanalogous. Beause so' was arbitrary seleted from PREDso we will have:8so0 2 PREDso; ortP red(so) � so0. that implies ortPred(so) = uPREDso.The proof for statement b) is analogous. �
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Figure 2. Graphial representation of SS2 statehartDe�nition 6. Two states or orthogonal omponents so0; so00 2 S are orthogonali� so0 6� so00, so00 6� so0 and u(PREDso0 \ PREDso00) 2 S.In other words, two states or orthogonal omponents are orthogonal if they arenot in nesting relation and the losest ommon anestor is a state.De�nition 7. Let t = (fs0i 2 S : i = 1; : : : ; ng;m; fs00j 2 S : j = 1; : : : ;mg) 2 Tbe a transition. We say that t is a valid transition if all the following aÆrmationsare true:a) Ps0 = uTi=1n PREDs0i 2 S (the soure states are orthogonal),b) Ps00 = u \j=1m PREDs00j 2 S (the destination states are orthogonal),) Ps0 6� Ps00, Ps00 6� Ps0 and u(PREDPs0 \ PREDPs00) 2 O (soure and desti-nation states are not orthogonal).We will all domt = u(PREDPs0 \PRED0Ps0) 2 O the domain of transition t.



ACTIVE OBJECTS INTERNAL CONCURRENCY MODELING 75The domain of a transition represents the \smallest" orthogonal omponentthat ontains all transition's soure and destination states.In de�nition 1 funtion par haraterizes the algorithm of hoosing a set ofmessages frommessage queue. The spei�ation of par funtion is not important inthis phase of formalization and is imposed by partiular mehanisms implementedin various onurrent objet oriented languages. We onsider that this funtionwill return the maximal set of messages that an be handled onurrently.De�nition 8. Two transitions t0; t00 2 T are textslindependent i� their domainsare orthogonal, i.e., u(PREDdomt0 \ PREDdomt00) 2 S.De�nition 9. A on�guration of a SS2 statehart is a tuple (Sa; par(C); Cr),where Sa � S is the �nite set of ative states, par(C) is the set of messagesfrom queue whih will be proessed in parallel and Cr 2 M? the rest of messagesqueue C after removing messages from par(C). The initial on�guration of a SS2statehart if given by (ative(sR);?).De�nition 10. The interpretation of a SS2 statehart on�guration is a funtion:Æ2 : P(S)�P(M)�M? ! P(S [ SF )�M?;Æ2(Sa; fm1; : : : ;mng; Cr) == 8<: (Ativ(Si=1n S00i ); C 0r); if 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng9(S0i � Sa [ Spa and eval(ei) = true(Sa; C 0r); if 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng 6 9S1; S2; S2 � S1; e 2 E : (S1;mi; e; S2) 2 T(Sa; C 0r ^m1 ^ � � � ^mn); elseDe�nition 11. The exeution of a SS2 statehart is a sequene �nite or in�-nite of on�guration interpretations, starting from the initial on�guration, and isdenoted:(ative(sR); ;;?) Æ2�! (S1; par(C); Cr1) Æ2�! � � � Æ2�! (Sk; par(C); Crk) Æ2�! � � �where S1; : : : ; Sk; : : : � S, m1; : : : ;mk; : : : 2 M and Cr1; : : : ; Crk; : : : 2 M?. Theexeution is �nite if the set of ativated states ontains at least a �nal state.3. ConlusionsWe extended the stateharts formalism [7℄ with new semantially and graphialelements, in order to allow the spei�ation of ative objets behavior with respetof a general onurrent objet model. The extensions are: allowing salability,exeutability and the de�nition of a preise semanti.The formalism that is proposed in setion two of this paper is alled level twosalable statehart. The salability of states minimizes the e�ort of modelingobjets with a omplex behavior. In this way, the ative objets behavior modelsan be analyzed at di�erent levels of detail.Beause the semanti of salable stateharts was de�ned regarding a generalonurrent objet model, they allow soure ode generation in various onurrent
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STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000TERM REWRITING SYSTEMS IN LOGIC PROGRAMMINGAND IN FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMINGDOINA T�ATAR, GABRIELA S�ERBANAbstrat. Automated theorem proving and term rewriting system are �eldswith big interest sine some years. Often these �elds have a ommon devel-opment. Is it not amazingly that logi programming and funtional program-ming, whih belongs to both these �elds, o�ers simple solutions to problemsarising at the frontier of them. In [8℄, the author submitted a hallenge for"�nding an optimum way to implement the rewriting systems ". This paperpresents the way in that the logi programming and funtional programmingo�er their onision to realize a sound implementation of the TRS.1. IntrodutionIn the �rst setion we will presents shortly the equation systems, the TRS, the\ritial pair" idea and the ompletion algorithm [1, 5, 7, 10℄. In the followingsetions we will outline some problems and their solution in our implementationin Prolog (setion 2) and in Lisp (setion 3).De�nition 1 An equational theory (F,V,E) onsists of:� a set F of funtion symbols (with the same sort, for simpliity).� a set V of variables.Let T(F,V) be the set of terms build from F and V.� a set of pairs of equations, s=t,s,t 2 T(F,V).The set of equations E de�nes a syntatial equality relation ==E on T(F,V),usually de�ned as \replaing equals by equals".The fundamental problem in an equational theory is the \validity" or \wordproblem", whih is undeidable:\Give s and t 2 T(F,V), does s ==E t ?"The undeidability (more preisely, the semideidability) of the \word problem"is transferred on the approah by the TRS, but this approah is, on the our opinion,more algorithmially.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68T15.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. D.1.6. [Software℄ : Programming Tehniques {Logi Programming ;I.2.3. [Computing Methodologies℄ : Arti�ial Intelligene { Dedutionand Theorem Proving. 77



78 DOINA T�ATAR, GABRIELA S�ERBANDe�nition 2. A TRS is a set of rules: R = fl ! r j l; r 2 T(F,V) , everyvariables ourring in term r also ours in term l g.A TRS de�nes a rewrite relation !R:De�nition 3. s!R t i� there is a rule l! r 2 R and an ourrene p in s suhthat the subterm of ourrene p, noted s jp and the term t have the property:s jp= �(l); t = s[p �(r)℄for some substitution �. Here notation s[p  �(r)℄ represents the term obtainedfrom s by replaing the subterm of ourrene p by the term �(r).We denote by !�R and  !�R the reexive-transitive and reexive-transitive-symmetri losure of !R.In order to solve the \word problem" for an equational theory E, ompute anTRS RE suh that s ==E t is a relation equivalent with s !�R t. Let us denoteRE as assoiated with E.The TRS RE is the anonial ( terminating and onuent ) TRS assoiatedwith E, obtained as output of the ompletion proedure Knuth -Bendix. Thisalgorithm has as input the set E and a redution order over T(F,V).De�nition 4 The normal form of a term t , denoted t #R , is a term with thefollowings properties: 1:t!�R t #R2:t #R irreduible:Observations:1. If a TRS R has the property that every term has a unique normal form,then:s  !�R i� s #R= t #R, beause s  ! t�R is s !�R s #R and t !�R#R. Thus,testing s ! t�R is is the same as testing that s #R= t #R.2. In a anonial TRS ,R, every term has a unique normal form.We won't desribe the well known Knuth-Bendix algorithm. Instead, we willsurvey the ritial pair idea, staying on the ground of this algorithm.De�nition 5 Let l1 ! r1 and l2 ! r2 be two rules in R. By renaming thevariables we may assume that they do not share ommon variables. If �1(l1) =�2(l2) , then the pair of terms (�1(l1); �2(l2)) is a ritial pair for R.The Knuth-Bendix algorithm omputes, for every ritial pair (t1; t2) of R0,the normal forms t1 #R0 and t2 #R0 . If this normal forms are di�erent, then a rulet1 #R0!0R t2 #R0 or onverse, (depending of the ase t1 #R0> t2 #R0 or the onverse),is added to R0. Let observe that the proedure fails if neither t1 #R0> t2 #R0 northe onverse is true. 2. Implementation in PrologA set of problems for implementation in Turbo Prolog derives from the fatthat in this language does not exist the standard prediates funtor, ==, andop. This fat lead as onstrut two spei� domains in setion domains of ourprograms as follows:



TERM REWRITING SYSTEMS 79domainsterm=var(symbol);on(symbol);mp(symbol,terml)terml=term*termll=terml*For example, if we must introdue the term f(x,y,a) , we will write:mp(f,[var(x),var(y),on(a)℄), respeting the onventions for syntax of for-mulas in �rst-order logi. Also,if we must introdue the formula p(x,f(y,z)) wewill write:atom(p,[var(x),mp(f,[var(y),var(z)℄)℄) .A TRS R of I rules, as in de�nition 2, is done by a ouple of prediates l(t,N)and r(t,N) where t is a term and N=1; � � � ;I is the index of the rule. We worked inthis program with the three starting rules assoiated with the theory E of groups.l(mp(\f",[on(e),var(a)℄),1).l(mp(\f",[mp(\g",[var(a)℄),var(a)℄),2).l(mp(\f",[mp(\f",[var(a),var(b)℄),var()℄),3).r(var(a),1).r(on(e),2).r(mp(\f",[var(a),mp(\f",[var(b),var()℄)℄),3).The prediates whih realizes the rewriting relation X ! Y with a rule N inde�nition 3 is the prediate rewrite (X,Y,N) .rewrite(X,Y,N):-l(X,N),r(Y,N),!. (1)rewrite(X,Y,N):-member_left(X,L1,L2,N), (2)list_var(X,L_var), (3)lg_list(Lnou,K), (4)l(M_stg,N), (5)apli_subst(M_stg,Nou_m_stg,L1,L2), (6)tr_term_str(Nou_m_stg,St_stg), (7)apli_subst(X,NouX,L1,L2), (8)list_var(NouX,L_var_n), (9)lg_list(Lnoun,K), (10)tr_term_str(NouX,St), (11)r(M_dr,N), (12)apli_subst(M_dr,Nou_m_dr,L1,L2), (13)tr_term_str(Nou_m_dr,St_dr), (14)strsr_first(St,St_stg,St_dr,Nou_string),(15)tr_str_term(Nou_string,Yinterm), (16)s_lista(L2,L1,L2nou,L1nou), (17)apli_subst(Yinterm,Y,L2nou,L1nou),!. (18)The prediate member-left (denoted by (1)) is de�ned as follows:/* member_left(X,L1,L2,N):-the rule N-th has the property thathis left side unifies with a subterm of term X, and the unifierhas the domain L1 and the odomain L2. */One of the lauses for member-left must be:



80 DOINA T�ATAR, GABRIELA S�ERBANmember_left(X,L1,L2,N):-subterm(S,X),l(Z,N),unify(S,Z,L1,L2).The prediate apli-subst( t,s,L1,L2) denoted by (6) applies the substitution� =(L1/L2) to t obtaining s. The prediates tr-term-str transforms a term(e.g. f(a,x)) in a string (f2ax). The reason for this transformation is to provide toprediate:strsr-�rst (St,St-stg,St-dr,Nou-string), denoted by (15),his �rst three arguments (the lines (7),(11),14)). Thus, one step of the realizationof the relation ! is aomplished by the prediate strsr-�rst. This is de�ned as:/* strsr-first(S1,S2,S3,S):- the string S is obtained byreplaing in the string S1 the first ourrene of thesubstring S2 by the string S3. */The onverse transformation of a string into a term is realized by the prediatetr-str-term (16). A lause for this one must be:tr_str_term(X,Y):-str_len(X,L),L>0,frontstr(1,X,Z,U),frontstr(1,U,N,W),str_int(N,N1),frontstr(N1,W,WW,WWW),tr_str_terml(WW,V),tr_str_terml(WWW,V1),append(V,V1,V2),Y=mp(Z,V2),lg_list(V2,N1).The relation !�R de�ned as the reexive -transitive losure of !R is realizedby the prediate rewrite*. The lauses for this prediate are:rewrite*(X,Y):-rewrite(X,Y,N).resrie*(X,Y):-rewrite(X,Z,N),!,rewrite*(Z,Y).The prediates ritial-pair and normal-form are de�ned as:ritial-pair(X,Y):-l(X,N),member_left(X,L1,L2,M),l(Z,M),apli-subst(Z,Y,L1,L2).normal-form(X,Y):-rewrite*(X,Y),not(rewrite(Y,_,_)).At the end of the appliation of the Knuth-Bendix algorithm, the anonialTRS is given as usually by 10 rules. (Some intermediary rules are deleted beausethey have been rewritten in the same terms.) The obtained anonial TRS an beused for demonstrate some theorem in group theory. For example, if we want toprove that t1 = i((i(a) + a) + (b+ i(b))) is equal with t2 = b+ (i(a+ b) + a), thenwe run the program with normal-form(t1,X) and normal-form(t2,Y). We willobtain X=Y.



TERM REWRITING SYSTEMS 813. Implementation in LispIn this setion our aim is to present how the rewriting relations ould be de�nedin LISP.3.1. LISP representations. First, we have to establish the way in whih theterms are represented in LISP.� a variable x is represented as a list (var x);� a onstant a is represented as a list (on a);� a funtional symbol f is represented as a list (mp f);� a funtion f(LA) where f is a funtional symbol and LA is a list ofarguments, is represented as a list ((the list orresponding to f)(the list of arguments)); for example, f(a,x) is represented as a list((mp f) ((on a) (var x))).With the above onsiderations, if we must introdue the term g(x,f(y,z)) wewill write ((mp g) ((mp f) ((var y) (var z)))).A rule l!r from a TRS is represented as a list (list-l list-r), where list-l andlist-r are the representations in LISP of the terms l and r. For example, a rulef(a;x)!x is represented as the list (((mp f) ((on a) (var x))) (var x)).A TRS R of N rules is represented as a list of rules (rule-1 rule-2 . . . rule-N),eah rule is represented as we desribed above.In the followings, we work with the three starting rules assoiated with thetheory of groups. The list of rules is denoted by LR and is the following:(setq LR '(( ((mp f) ((on e) (var a)))(var a))( ((mp f) (((mp g) ((var a))) (var a)))(on e))( ((mp f) (((mp f) ((var a) (var b))) (var ) ))((mp f) ((mp f) ((var a) ((mp f) ((var b) (var )))))))))3.2. Funtions de�ned for rewriting rules. The funtions whih realize therewriting relation X!Y with a rule N in de�nition 3 is the funtion (rewrite XN LR) whih returns Y .(defun rewr (X N LR); LR represent the list of rules(prog (RN)



82 DOINA T�ATAR, GABRIELA S�ERBAN(setq RN (rule-N N LR))(ond((equal (ar RN) X) (return (adr RN)))(t (setq Y (adr RN))(setq UNIF (member-left X (ar RN)))(ond((null UNIF) nil)(t (setq L1 (ar UNIF))(setq L2 (adr UNIF))(return (apply-subst L1 L2 Y)))))))) The funtion (rule-N N LR) returns the N -th rule from the list of rules LR.(defun rule-N (N LR)(ond((null LR) nil)((= N 1) (ar LR))(t (rule-N (- N 1) (dr LR))))) The funtion (member-left X Y) is de�ned as follows:� if Y (the left side of a given rule) uni�es with a sub-term of X , andthe uni�er has the domain L1 and the odomain L2, then the funtionreturns the list (L1 L2) (this list is alulated by the funtion (unifyX Y));� else the funtion returns NIL.(defun member-left (X Y)(ond((not (equal (length X) (length Y))) nil)(t (unify X Y)))) The funtion (apply-subst L1 L2 Y) applies the substitution � = (L1=L2)to Y and returns the result.(defun apply-subst (L1 L2 Y)(subst Y L1 L2))



TERM REWRITING SYSTEMS 83The funtion (rewrite X) is de�ned as follows:� returns a list of elements having the form (N Y), where Y is the rightside of the rewriting relation X!Y with the rule N (if it is possible) -this list is alulated by the reursive funtion (rewrite-rule X N LR)whih returns the result of rewriting X with the N -th rule of LR;� returns NIL, if no rewriting relations for X are possible.(defun rewrite-rule(X N LR)(ond((> N (length LR)) nil)(t (setq RN (rewr X N LR))(ond((not (null RN)) (ons (list N RN)(rewrite-rule X (+ N 1) LR)))(t (rewrite-rule X (+ N 1) LR))))))(defun rewrite (X)(rewrite-rule X 1 LR)) The relation de�ned as the reexive-transitive losure of the rewriting relationR is de�ned as the funtion (rewrite* X).(defun rewrite* (X)(setq Y (rewrite X))(append Y (rewr* Y)))(defun rewr* (Y)(ond((null Y) nil)(t (append (rewrite (adar Y)) (rewr* (dr Y)))))) The normal-form is de�ned as a funtion (normal-form X).(defun normal-form (X)(n-form (rewr* X)))



84 DOINA T�ATAR, GABRIELA S�ERBAN(defun n-form (Y)(ond((null Y) nil)((null (rewrite (adar Y))) (append (ar Y) (n-form (dr Y))))(t (n-form (dr Y))))) Examples(1) if X is ((mp f) (((mp g) ((var b))) (var b))), then the result of rewritingX este ((2 (CON e)));(2) if X is ((mp f) ((on e) (var b))), then the result of rewriting X este ((1(VAR b)));(3) if X is ((mp f) ((on e) (var a))), then the result of rewriting X este ((1(VAR a))).(4) if X is ((mp f) (((mp f) ((var a) (var b))) ((mp g) ((var ))))), thenthe result of rewriting X este (3 ((mp f) ((mp f) ((var a) ((mp f) ((varb) ((mp g) ((var )))))))).Referenes[1℄ Avenhaus J., Madlener K. : \Term rewriting and Equational Reasoning" in Formal Teh-niques in A.I., A oursebook, R.B.Banerdji (ed) 1990.[2℄ K.H. Blasius, H.J. Burkert: \Dedution systems in Arti�ial Intelligene", Ellis HorwoodLtd.,1989.[3℄ Buhberger B.: \History and basi features of the Critial-Pair Completion Proedure", J.of symboli Computation 3, 1987, pp. 3{38.[4℄ W.F. Cloksin, C.S. Mellish : Programming in Prolog, Springer-verlag, 1984.[5℄ Huet G., Oppen D.D.: \Equations and rewrite rules: A survey", in \Formal languages:theory, perspetives and open problems", ed. R. Book, 1980.[6℄ Jouannaud J.P., Lesanne P.: \Rewriting Systems", in Tehnology and Siene of Informat-is, 1987, pp. 181{199.[7℄ Knuth D.E., Bendix P.P.: \Simple word problem in Universal Albgebra", Comp. prob. inAbstr. Alg. (ed. J. Leeh), 1970.[8℄ Lesanne P.: \Current trends in rewriting tehniques and related Problems", IBM int. symp.on Trends in Computer Algebra, Germany, 1987.[9℄ Rusinowith M.: \Demonstration automatique. Tehniques de reeriture" Inter. Edition,Paris, 1989.[10℄ Tatar D.: \A new method for the proof of theorems", Studia Universit. Babes-Bolyai,Mathematia, 1991, pp. 83{95.[11℄ Tatar D.: \Term rewriting systems and ompletion theorems proving: a short survey",Studia Univ. Babes-Bolyai, Mathematia, 1992, pp. 117{125.Department of Computer Siene, Faulty of Mathematis and Computer Siene,\Babes�-Bolyai University, 1, M. Kog�alnieanu St., RO-3400 Cluj-Napoa, Romania



STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000FORMAL MODEL FOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS COMPOSITIONIUGA MARINAbstrat. In this paper we have provided a formal model for software sys-tems spei�ation and for the software systems omposition operation. Usingthe notion of information system as a basis, we an model any informationsystem using both software servies and software interfaes. Doing this, wean develop a formal model for software systems omposition. This formalmodel may be used both in formal spei�ation of software systems (struture,funtionality, requirements) and in software systems omposition expressions.1. An overview of software system notionThe history of \software system" notion is full of ontroversies and debates overwhat is entral in the proess of de�ning a software system. At �rst, a softwaresystem was identi�ed with an exeutable program, but this de�nition has beenenlarged later when a software system was assoiated with an exeutable programand its modules. Sooner, this de�nition has proven to be inomplete beause thenotion of software system has a larger range than that given by any program, nomatters how large or omplex this program is.As a onsequene, the de�nition of a software system has hanged its enterfrom the notion of exeutable programs and modules to the notion of softwareservies and software systems inter-relations.A radial hange of perspetive over the software systems is presented in [9℄:\Large software systems are non-algorithmi, open and distributed:non-algorithmi: they model temporal evolution by systems of interat-ing omponentsopen: they manage inremental hange by loal hanges of aessible openinterfaesdistributed: requirements as well as omponents are loally autonomous."A system is generally onsidered to be a olletion of omponents organizedto ful�ll a ertain funtion or a ertain set of funtions. A software system isviewed as an entity that requests software servies from the external environmentand exports other software servies to this environment. We will try to desribe asoftware system without any need of information about its internal onstrution.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 03B70,68N30.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. C.0. [Computer Systems Organization℄ :General. 85



86 IUGA MARINIt suÆes to say that a software system has an internal state, represented by a setof abstrat values, but we don't need to know how the state and the mehanismof state hanging is implemented inside the system.The lassial software system onept is now replaed by the onept of ex-tensible system (see [10℄). An extensible system is onsidered to be a kind ofsoftware system whose funtionality may be freely extended by replaing existingomponents with new ones. Smalltalk is an extensible language/system, and newadditions to Java make it possible to reate extensible systems in Java. Extensiblesystems annot be reated in more traditional languages suh as Simula and C++.However, Ative X from Mirosoft, allows programming of extensible systems inC++, Visual Basi and other languages.2. Modeling software systems using software serviesWe an observe now the fat that the de�nition of a software system is enteredover the notion of software servie, thus making the de�nition of software serviethe key to de�ne the notion of software system. We will de�ne the software servieas a set of operations grouped under the same identi�er. This identi�er is thesoftware servie's identi�er.An operation is de�ned by a name, and a textual, rather informal, desriptionof it.Considering this, an operation ould be represented as:operation = (operation signature; operation desription)where: operation signature: is the operation's signature;operation desription: is the operation's desription.We will provide a formal representation for an operation in this paper.One we an speify an operation, we are able to represent a software servieas: servie = (servie name; fservie operationi; i 2 1; : : : ; num operationsg)where: servie name: is the name of the software servie,servie operationi: is the i-th operation of the software servienum operations: is the number of operations assoiated with this soft-ware servie.A software servie ould be easily identi�ed as a ontrat between a providerand a lient. It spei�es the terms of information exhange between the providerand the lient, it spei�es a protool that makes the servie provider and the lientto understand eah other and it spei�es the onditions that must be met for theinformation exhange proess.As an example let's onsider the proess of a COM objet serialization. Theserialization is de�ned as \the ability of an objet to write its state to a persistent



FORMAL MODEL FOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS COMPOSITION 87storage" [6℄. So, if we want a persistent COM objet then this objet must imple-ment the servie spei�ed by IPersistStorage (at least). We will all this servieas the Persist Storage servie, and it is haraterized by the following operations:IsDirty: indiates whether the objet has hanged sine it was last savedto its urrent storage;InitNew: initializes a new objet, providing a handler to the storage tobe used for the objet;Save: saves an objet, and any nested objets that it ontains, into storage;SaveCompleted: noti�es the objet that it an revert from NoSribbleor HandsO� mode, in whih it must not write to its storage objet, toNormal mode, in whih it an;HandsO�Storage: instruts the objet to release all storage objets thathave been passed to it by its ontainer and to enter HandsO� mode, inwhih the objet annot do anything and the only operation that worksis a lose operation.We an de�ne a software system by the following quadruple:(IN STATUS;OUT STATUS; IN;OUT )where: IN STATUS: represents the system's internal status;OUT STATUS: represents the external environment's status that is a-essed or modi�ed by the system's servies;IN: represents the set of imported servies that are needed by the systemin order to ful�ll its funtionality;OUT: represents the set of the exported servies that are used by thesoftware system to express its funtionality.As a synthesis of what we have exposed until now, we will onsider a softwaresystem to be haraterized by the following features:� a series of software servies exported to an external software environ-ment;� a series of software servies imported from an external software environ-ment;� an internal state whih ould be hanged as a result of a software servieful�llment;� a software servie exeution ould hange the status of the external en-vironment.We are lose to the model for a software omponent, introdued in [7℄, wherethe omponent is haraterized by a servie interfae, a lient interfae and animplementation. Sine the blak-box model is adopted for a software omponent(exluding any information about internal implementation and imported servies),we �nd the essene of this model appliable to software systems.We denote by OUT1; : : : ; OUTn the exported software servies, where n is thenumber of exported servies and we denote by IN1; : : : ; INm the imported software



88 IUGA MARINservies where m is the number of the imported software servies. Also we willdenote by: IN STATUS = fIN STATE1; : : : ; IN STATEpgthe set of the values of the software system status a�eted by the software serviesexeution, and by:OUT STATUS = fOUT STATE 1; : : : ; OUT STATEqgthe set of the values of the external software environment status a�eted by thesoftware servies exeution.We onsider the external software environment to be divided into two parts,the �rst part denoted by IN exports software servies to the software system,denoted by SY STEM , and the seond denoted by OUT is the part whih importsthe software servies exported by SY STEM . Both parts ould be identi�ed asa standalone software system. The �rst representation of the interation of asoftware system with the external software environment, using software servies,is given in Figure 1:
Figure 1. Representation of the interation between a softwaresystem and its external software environment using software ser-viesLet's onsider, as an example, a software system, alled DataProessor, whihreeives data from an external data soure, proess it, and displays it to a display.The imported servies for this system are DataProvider servie (imported forma data soure system) and DisplayRenderer (imported from a graphial deviesystem).DataProvider servie is haraterized by the following operations:OpenConnetion: opens a onnetion with the data soure;CloseConnetion: loses the onnetion with the data soure;GetData: obtains the raw input data.DisplayRender servie is haraterized by the following operations:ClearDevie: lears the ontent of the graphial devie;RenderImage: renders a graphial image.The DataProessor system exports the DataProessing servie, whih is har-aterized by the following operations:ChekValidity: heks the validity of input data;



FORMAL MODEL FOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS COMPOSITION 89ProessData: proesses the input data.The internal status for the system is:IN STATUS = fidle; operation ompleted; operation readygwhere: idle: DataProessor system is idling;operation ompleted: DataProessor system has just �nished an oper-ation and is ready to provide output data;operation ready: DataProessor system has reeived valid input dataand is ready to begin a proessing session.The external status for the system's external environment is:OUT STATUS = f(onneted); (not onneted)gwhere: onneted: the data soure has aepted onnetion and is ready to pro-vide input data;not onneted: the data soure has not aepted a onnetion, the on-netion is losed or it is not ready to provide any input data.As we may see from this example, the software servie is only a feature thatharaterizes a software system and a software system ould be viewed as a nodethat imports some servies and exports other servies.3. Modeling software systems using software interfaesBy using a formal spei�ation for a software servie (as a interfae implemen-tation) we an obtain a formal representation for a software systems (as a set ofinterfae implementations). In this kind of spei�ation we must represent howthe status of the external software environment and the status of the softwaresystem are a�eted by the software servies exeution.The ontrat between a software entity and its external environment must bespei�ed in a neutral language and there is needed a ontrat that will stipulatethe terms and limits of the information transation. In [5℄ we have spei�ed thefat that the ontrat that supervises the information transation should be basedon the notion of software interfae and the software interfae must be spei�ed ina programming language neutral manner.However, other authors have di�erent points of view about the neutrality ofan element spei�ation. They onsider the spei�ation of an element (type,interfae, lass, omponent, . . . ) as an abstrat desription of it, and a program(or module) as the onrete desription of this element. In [2℄ it is requested thatany software spei�ation must be in an exeutable format, but it is hard to agreewith this.For a long time, a software servie has been modeled as an interfae. Thiskind of model ignores the fat that an interfae an be identi�ed only with thespei�ation of a protool for a set of operations (the syntati part) and annot



90 IUGA MARINapture the meaning of this operation (the semanti part). So, it is properly todisuss a servie by the means of the implementation of an interfae.So, we will propose to use the interfae implementations as a model for a soft-ware servie, rather then using only interfaes. The interfaes are sets of methodsignatures and arry only the syntati information, while the interfae implemen-tations are sets of methods and arry semanti information (behavioral spei�-ations). There are many ways to speify a method by using prediate alulus,funtional methods and non-funtional methods.We will propose here a spei�ation model that is based on the prediate al-ulus. We will speify a method as:(signature; preondition; postondition)where: signature: is the method's signature;preondition: is the method's preondition prediate;postondition: is the method's postondition prediate.The method's signature is represented as:return typemethod name(in status; out status; [par rolepar name : par type℄)where: return type: is the method's return type;method name: is the method's name;in status: represents the IN STATUS for the software system to whomthe method are bounded to, via its assoiated interfae;out status: represents the OUT STATUS for the software system towhom the method are bounded to, via its assoiated interfae;par role: is the parameter's role (ould be in, out, inout);par name: is the parameter's name;par type: is the parameter's type.For a method m, we will onsider the following sets:� IN(m) = fthe set of all in or inout parametersg[fin status, out statusg;� OUT (m) = fthe set of all parametersg[fin status, out statusg[fresult{ the value returned by this methodg.The preondition prediate is de�ned over values from IN(m) and it is true ifthese values represents valid input data, and false otherwise.The postondition prediate onnets the input data with the output data, andis true if the returned values are those expeted (if valid input data is onsideredfor the atual parameters of the method).All that we have to remember is the fat that an interfae implementationspei�ation must onsider the mehanism of state hanging assoiated with thesystem that implements the interfae. As a onsequene of this thing, not allinterfae implementations ould be attahed to any software system. A softwaresystem that implements this interfae must aept the values of the state hanged



FORMAL MODEL FOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS COMPOSITION 91by this interfae implementation. We will denote by Ij the interfae that has itsimplementation spei�ed by the software servie INj and with Oi the interfae thathas its implementation spei�ed by the software servie OUTi. Using the name ofthe interfae to designate the interfae implementation assoiated with the servie,we will have another representation of the interation between a software systemand its assoiated external environment, as an be seen in Figure 2.The way an interfae implementation is spei�ed in has no ritial importane.Thus, we have provided a funtional spei�ation, but it also an be non-funtional(using message sending/reeiving for example). This spei�ation must take intoonsideration the modi�ation of the state of the software system and its externalenvironment.
Figure 2. Representation of the interation between a softwaresystem and its external software environment using interfae im-plementationFinally, we may synthetize the de�nition of a software system by using thefollowing quadruple:SY STEM = (IN STATUS;OUT STATUS;fFIk; 0 � k � ni; ni 2 Ng; fFOk ; 0 � k � no; no 2 Ng)where the notions involved are:SYSTEM: the software system to be de�ned;IN STATUS: the set of the values of the software system status a�etedby the software servies exeution;OUT STATUS: the set of the values of the external software environmentstatus a�eted by the software servies exeution;FI l: the interfae implementation assoiated with the software servieINl;FO l: the interfae implementation assoiated with the software servieOUTl;ni: number of the imported servies;no: number of the exported servies.This quadruple an apture the entire desription of a software servie. It is anopen model though, beause of the way an interfae implementation is spei�edin (but is not �xed beause one an hoose an alternate way to speify a software



92 IUGA MARINinterfae implementation). Any kind of spei�ation (prediative, funtional ornon- funtional) an be used, the only restrition is that the spei�ation mustonsider the mehanism of status hanging for a software system and its assoiatedenvironment. 4. Software systems ompositionThe idea that a software system must be deomposed in smaller subsystems,for the purpose of a better handling, is an old idea and it is frequently argued in[1℄. But building a software system form simpler subsystems is an idea embraedfrom the beginning of 90s, and the advantages of this method is presented inpapers like [8, 4, 3℄. We will speify a formal model, based on our software systemspei�ation, for the operation of software systems omposition.In the previous paragraphs we have provided a formal model for software sys-tems, model based on servies and interfaes. Using this model we will proposea formal model for the operation of omposition of two software systems. In aninformal manner, we will onsider the result of the omposition of two softwaresystems S1 and S2 as a new software system that follow these rules:� the group of IN servies for the result system is obtained by puttingtogether the IN servies of both software systems. From this group wewill eliminate all those servies that are IN servies for one system andOUT servies for the other system;� the group of OUT servies for the result system is obtained by puttingtogether the OUT servies of both software systems. From this groupwe will eliminate all those servies that are OUT servies for one systemand IN servies for the other system;� the IN STATUS is the set of all values of the software system statuswhih appear in all of the servie desriptions from IN and OUT groups;� the OUT STATUS is the set of all values of the external environmentstatus whih appear in all of the servie desriptions from IN and OUTgroups.For a software system S, we will onsider the following funtions:� the IN(S) funtion as the funtion that returns all the interfae imple-mentations assoiated with the imported servies of this system;� the OUT (S) funtion as the funtion that returns all the interfae im-plementations assoiated with the exported servies of this system;� the SpeStatusIN(spe) funtion as the funtion whih returns all thesystem's status values whih appear in the interfae implementation fromspei�ation set spe;� the SpeStatusOUT (spe) funtion as the funtion whih returns all theexternal environment's status values whih appear in the interfae im-plementation from spei�ation set spe.By using the interfae-based model, we an de�ne the software systems ompo-sition by onsidering the set named SY STEMS as the set of all software systems.



FORMAL MODEL FOR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS COMPOSITION 93The operation of omposition, denoted by \+":+ : SY STEMS � SY STEMS ! SY STEMSwill be de�ned for any software systems:S1 = (in status1; out status1; f(i1l ; fi1l ); 0 � l � ni1; ni1 2 Ng;f(o1l ; fo1l ); 0 � l � no1; no1 2 Ng);S2 = (in status2; out status2; f(i2l ; fi2l ); 0 � l � ni2; ni2 2 Ng;f(o2l ; fo2l ); 0 � l � no2; no2 2 Ng):as: S1 + S2 = ( SpeStatus((IN(S1)nS2 \ S1) [ (IN(S2)nS1 \ S2));SpeStatus((OUT (S1)nS1 \ S2) [ (OUT (S2)nS2 \ S1));(IN(S1)nS2 \ S1) [ (IN(S2)nS1 \ S2);(OUT (S1)nS1 \ S2) [ (OUT (S2)nS2 \ S1))This formal de�nition of the software systems omposition aptures the entiremeaning of the informal de�nition, previously presented. The expression:(IN(S1)nOUT (S2)) [ (IN(S2)nOUT (S1))is the formal expression of the imported servies, and the expression:(OUT (S1)nIN(S2)) [ (OUT (S2)nIN(S1))is the formal expression of the exported servies of the (S1 + S2) informationsystem.The expressions:SpeStatusIN ((IN(S1)nOUT (S2)) [ (IN(S2)nOUT (S1))[[(OUT (S1)nIN(S2)) [ (OUT (S2)nIN(S1)))SpeStatusOUT ((IN(S1)nOUT (S2)) [ (IN(S2)nOUT (S1))[[(OUT (S1)nIN(S2)) [ (OUT (S2)nIN(S1)))de�nes the IN STATUS and, respetively, OUT STATUS attributes of the re-sult system.The omposition operation for two software systems models the proess of thetight oupling between these systems. All the similar servies exported by onesystem and imported by the other system are hidden in the obtained system,along with the orresponding status values. One an use this operator if he wishesto obtain an expression for a tight interation between two software systems. Theomposition operation is haraterized by the following proprieties:� the omposition operation is ommutative;� the system � = (;; ;; ;; ;) is the neutral element for the ompositionoperation;� if we onsider the software system:S = (IN STATUS;OUT STATUS;fIk; 0 � k � ni; ni 2 Ng; fOk ; 0 � k � no; no 2 Ng)



94 IUGA MARINthen the following system:CLOSE(S) = (OUT STATUS; IN STATUS;fOk; 0 � k � no; no 2 Ng; fIk ; 0 � k � ni; ni 2 Ng)is the inverse element of S for the omposition operation;� the omposition operation is not generally assoiative.The proof of these proprieties, due to its extent, it is not disussed here. Wehave only wished to enumerate them.The software systems spei�ation and omposition may be used for many pur-poses, ranging from heking of software systems ompatibility to methods forsoftware appliations design and generation. CASE tools an use them as a sup-port for software systems representation and interation models. They might alsobe the basis for other di�erent formal models in programming.Referenes[1℄ Dahl O.J., Dijkstra E. W., Hoare C.A.R., Strutured Programming, Aademi Press, 1972[2℄ Fus N. E., \Spei�ations Are (Preferably) Exeutable", Software Engineering Journal,September, 1992[3℄ Gamma Erih, Helm Rihard, Johnson Ralph, Vlissides John, Design Patterns: Elementsof Reusable Objet-Oriented Software, Addison-Wesley, 1994[4℄ H�olzle U., Integrating Independently-Developed Components in Objet-Oriented Languagesin LNCS 707, pp. 36{56, 1993[5℄ Iuga Marin, A Graphial Representation for Software Component Systems, Faulty of math-ematis and Computer Siene, Researh Seminars, pp. 107{110, 1999[6℄ MSDN Library Visual Studio 6.0, Visual C++ Programmers guide, Serialization (ObjetPersistene)[7℄ Allen Parrish, Component Based Software Engineering: A Broad Based Model is Needed,Brandon Dixon, David Hale in International Workshop on Component-Based Software En-gineering proeedings, pp. 43{46, 1999[8℄ Jan Udell, ComponentWare, Byte Magazine, pp. 46{56, 1994[9℄ Wegner Peter, Models and Paradigms of Interation, in Objet-Based Distributed Program-ming, ECOOP'93 Workshop, Vol. 791, pp. 1{32, Springer-Verlag, 1994[10℄ Szyperski Clemens, Pountain Dik, Extensible Software Systems, in BYTE May 1994, pp.57{62, 1994Babes�-Bolyai University, Faulty of Mathematis and Computer SieneE-mail address: marin�s.ubbluj.ro, iuga marin�yahoo.om



STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000AUTOMATIC SUPPORT FOR IMPROVING INTERACTIONWITH A WEB SITEALINA CÂMPAN AND DARIUS BUFNEAAbstrat. In this paper we desribe a method to make a Web site easiernavigable by its users. In the same time, this method provides support forthe Webmaster to raise the quality of the site with minimal e�ort. Thesegoals are ahieved by automati reation of orientation Web pages. The newadds-on to the site are generated by exploiting the data aumulated in Webserver aess logs, being thereby a feedbak to the users' \footprint". Webmining tehniques are used in order to extrat the meaningful informationfrom log data. 1. IntrodutionFor a Web site, to be appreiated by its visitors, it is signi�ant not only itsvisual aspet, the interest of the information or/and the quality of servies it o�ers!It also ounts, in a great extent, how easy the users retrieve within the site theinformation they are interested in. If this retrieval involves searhing in long hainsof unlearly linked douments, it is very likely that the user will give up searhing,leave the site and possibly never ome bak. In the ase of a ompany that salesits produts or servies on the Internet, this will mean loosing lients, learly anundesired e�et.As de�ned in [7℄, the quality of a Web site is lower as the user's e�ort to �nd thepages that math his area of interest is growing. Most often this e�ort is measuredas a ount of links followed by the visitor until he �nds the desired information.It is more realisti to assume this e�ort as being a trade-o� between the e�ortto hoose in every visited page the link to follow next, and the number of visitedpages. We are interested in reduing this e�ort.We must also note that maintaining a omplex Web site an be a diÆult task.The Webmaster has to fae several hallenges:� The site has to ontain up-to-date information;2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68T05,68T10,68U35.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. I.5.2. [Computing Methodologies℄ : PatternReognition { Design Methodology ; I.5.3. [Computing Methodologies℄ : Pattern Reognition{ Clustering ; H.3.3. [Information Systems℄ : Information Storage and Retrieval { InformationSearh and Retrieval . 95



96 ALINA CÂMPAN AND DARIUS BUFNEA� The users may seek di�erent information at di�erent times, and the sitemust be strutured in a way to permit easy aess, whatever the visitors'goals may be.
So, a Web site is a dynami struture, its design may be objet to hangesin time. These hanges materialize in new pages and links, added sometime inunlikely plaes.Our purpose is to ome in response to the Webmaster needs, by helping himto maintain a good quality site for the users (quality as we talked about fewparagraphs above). We are entitle to sustain that the solution we shall desribedoes help to improve the interation with the Web site, both for the Webmasterand, onsequently, for the visitors.Previous work. The problem of adaptive Web sites | \sites that automati-ally improve their organization and presentation by learning from visitor aesspatterns" | was enouned in the AI ommunity ([5℄). There are known two waysof addressing this problem. One is the ustomization of the Web site (we will notrefer to this). The other, more reent, approah is the optimization of the site'sstruture to make it easier to use for all visitors. This is the trend followed by theauthors in [5, 6, 7℄. More preisely, they investigate the data aumulated in Webserver aess logs and identify a number of ohesive, possibly overlapping lustersof pages that they onlude, based on users aess patterns deteted in logs data,that are related to a partiular topi. For some of these lusters are synthesizedindex pages whih ontain a link for every page in that luster. The methods usedin the above mentioned papers are AI traditional lustering tehniques adapted tothe spei� of the problem.In this paper, we proeed similarly as in [5, 6, 7℄. Namely, we want to reateorientation pages with links to the related-by-ontent pages of the site. But wepropose a di�erent manner to partition the site: using Web mining methods in-stead of AI lustering tehniques. Also, this partitioning will be made with moreauray, as we shall see.The point to start from is raw Web server data. Taking into aount a userbrowsing behavior model (proposed in [3℄), we separate important ontent pagereferenes from referenes used for navigational purposes. Than we onstrutontent transations that orrespond to the ontent pages visited by a user in onesession. The obtained transation repository is than mined for assoiation ruleswith Web mining algorithms. Pages in every assoiation rule give us a lusterfor whih we an synthesize orientation pages. Keeping in view that we try tofailitate the aess to the site, and not to overhead it, we develop orientationpages only for those lusters whih pages are not already linked in the site [5℄.



AUTOMATIC SUPPORT FOR IMPROVING INTERACTION WITH A WEB SITE 972. Problem desriptionWe reah our goal of synthesizing orientation pages in three steps, as we saidabove. Eah one of these steps is detailed next in one paragraph.2.1. Content Transations Identi�ation. In order to group into transationsthe elementary page referenes whih a Web server aess log ontains, we onsiderthe following user behavior model. First, we make a visit oherene assumption,whih states that the pages a user visits during one visit session tend to be on-eptually related [5℄. Even if this is not always a valid assumption, aumulatingstatistis over long periods of time and for many users will redue the noise tillextinguish. Seondly, during a visit of a site, a user treats the pages either as on-tent pages, either as navigational pages. We aept as ontent pages those pageswith information the user is interested in. The pages where he looks for links tothe desired data are onsidered navigational ones.To meet our goals we shall need to identify ontent transations, from the logdata. By a ontent transation we mean all of the ontent referenes a user makesin one session. Mining these ontent transations will produe the assoiationsbetween the ontent pages of the site, therefore the lusters of pages within thesite related by their ontent; so, we do more than just �nd the most popularnavigational paths and the pages these paths onsist in.We introdue now the notions we need and desribe formally how to �nd ontenttransations.Let L be the set of Web server aess log entries ompleted with user identi�-ation information. An entry l 2 L inludes the lient IP address l:ip, the lientuser id l:uid, the URL of the aessed page l:url and the time of aess l:time.Loal browser ahe, masquerading and proxy servers an distort the auray ofthe data olleted by the Web server and make user identi�ation a diÆult toaomplish task. Some solutions to user identi�ation problem are given in [8℄.We order the log entries after l:uid and l:time and we develop �rst a repositoryof general transations.De�nition 1. A general transation t is a triple:t = hipt; uidt; f(lt1:url; lt1:time); : : : ; (ltm:url; ltm:time)giwhere ltk 2 L; ltk:ip = ipt; ltk:uid = uidt; k = 1; : : : ;m.From the general transations, we identify the set of referene length transa-tions ontained in the log data.De�nition 2. A referene length transation t is a triple:tr = hiptr; uidtr; f(ltr1 :url; ltr1 :time; ltr1 :length); : : : ; (ltrm:url; ltrm:time; ltr1 :length)giwhere ltrk 2 L; ltrk :ip = iptr; ltrk :uid = uidtr; k = 1; : : : ;m,and ltrk :lenght = ltrk+1:time� ltrk :time; k = 1; : : : ;m� 1.



98 ALINA CÂMPAN AND DARIUS BUFNEAWe make some observations regarding the above de�nition.Obviously, the last referene in eah general transation has no next time touse in determining the referene length. We assume that all of the last referenesare ontent ones and their length is, say, one hour (in [3℄, they are also exluded inthe proess of alulating the ut-o� time). From one general transation, we angenerate one or more referene length transations, as follows. During a user visitmay appear large amounts of time between two page referenes. In ase of suhinterruptions in user's navigation, longer than a threshold TMax we establish, wedeide to break the initial general transation in two or more smaller referenelength transations, for whih every referene (exept the last one) is shorter thanTMax. This makes sense, beause resuming a visit after a long inativity may bevery well interpreted as the beginning of a new session. Therefore, we ompletede�nition 2 with the following ondition:ltrk :length < TMax; k = 1; : : : ;m� 1 and ltrm:length � TMax:Di�erent users an use the same page in di�erent manners, whih are for nav-igational or for ontent purposes. We need to di�erentiate between these twoalternatives. In most ases it is not possible to ategorize a page based on itsontent; it is more realisti to make the distintion based on how muh time thevisitor spends on the page. A ut-o� threshold between the medium time assoi-ated with the navigation referenes and the ontent referenes an be assumed oralulated | one possibility is mentioned in [3℄. We denote this ut-o� time byC. Having this ut-o� time, we de�ne a ontent transation as follows:De�nition 3. A ontent transation t is a triple:t = hipt; uidt; f(lt1 :url; lt1 :time; lt1 :length); : : : ; (ltm:url; ltm:time; ltm:length)giwhere ltk 2 L; ltk :ip = ipt; ltk :uid = uidt; k = 1; : : : ;m,and C < ltk :length < TMax; k = 1; : : : ;m� 1; ltm:length � TMax.From every referene length transation we obtain one ontent transation byremoving the referenes shorter than the ut-o� time C.2.2. Mining for Large Content-page Sets. We properly format the ontenttransations from the repository R we obtained as desribed in paragraph 2.1,to be suited for the type of data mining we want to perform. Beause temporalinformation is not needed for the mining of assoiation rules, we exlude it fromour set of transations. We do this next.Let P = fp1; p2; : : : ; png be the set of pages within the site. Every suh pi hasa unique orresponding url that appears in the Web server aess log entries and,onsequently, in the ontent transations in R, and whih uniquely identi�es thepage within the site.



AUTOMATIC SUPPORT FOR IMPROVING INTERACTION WITH A WEB SITE 99De�nition 4. We de�ne an appliation f over R, whih transforms a ontenttransation in a mining transation, orresponding to the relation below:f(hip; uid; f(l1:url; l1:time; l1:length); : : : ; (lm:url; lm:time; lm:length)gi) == fpk1; : : : ; pkmg;wheret = hip; uid; f(l1:url; l1:time; l1:length); : : : ; (lm:url; lm:time; lm:length)gi 2 Rand pki is the page that orresponds to li:url.Eah mining transation is uniquely identi�ed by a tid in the resulting set ofmining transations (we denote this set by D).Every mining transation (we refer to it simply as transation from now on) tmis therefore a set of pages suh that tm � P .De�nition 5. Let X be a set of pages. A transation tm is said to ontain X ifand only if X � tm.a) An assoiation rule is an impliation of the form X ) Y , where X � P , Y � Pand X \ Y = ;.b) The rule X ) Y holds in the transation set D with on�dene  if % oftransations in D that ontain X also ontain Y .) The rule X ) Y has support s in the transation set D if s% of transationsin D ontain X [ Y .Given the set of transations D, the problem of mining assoiation rules is togenerate all assoiation rules that have support and on�dene greater than a user-spei�ed minimum support (mins) and minimum on�dene (min) respetively.This problem of mining assoiation rules an be deomposed into two subprob-lems. First, �nd all sets of pages (page sets) that have transation support aboveminimum support | whih means that they are ontained in a suÆient numberof transations suh that the page set to have its support larger than mins. Weall large page sets those page sets with minimum support ondition satis�ed.One all large page sets are obtained, we use them to generate the desired rules.There are proposed various algorithms for solving the mining assoiation rulesproblem ([1, 2, 4℄). For what we want to do it is suÆient to limit ourselves at�nding the large page sets. We �nd suitable for this the algorithms desribed in[2℄.2.3. How We Synthesize Orientation Pages. Sine we hoose to mine themining transations obtained from ontent transations in D, we are entitled tosay that we will obtain large ontent-page sets. What signi�es, in pratie, suh alarge ontent-page set? Disovering an assoiation rule X ) Y in D means thatis very frequent the situation when if a user visits the pages in X , he will also visitpages in Y . The support X [ Y of that rule gives us therefore a luster of pages



100 ALINA CÂMPAN AND DARIUS BUFNEAgrouped together based on ertain ommon feature. In our ase, they are groupedtogether orresponding to the riteria that they are related by their ontent. Aswe said, the assoiation rules are determined from the alulated large page sets.The large ontent-page set from whih X ) Y is derived is X [ Y (however, fromX [ Y it is possible to obtain more that one assoiation rule!). The disussionabove justi�es why we found suÆient to determine the large page sets, and notto ontinue with identifying the assoiation rules.For every set of urrently unlinked ontent-related pages we want to generatean orientation page, omprising one link for every page in that set. Two pages areonsidered linked if there exists a link from one to the other, or if there exists apage that links to both of them. It ertainly wouldn't make sense to inlude, in anorientation page, links to two pages that are already pointed by a ommon parent,beause we would reate a redundant struture equivalent with the existing parent.We make use in onstruting the orientation pages of the following obviousproperty that stands for large page sets. In fat, the algorithms that disoverthe large page sets in a transation repository are based on this property. Weenuniate it and then we introdue another onept we will use.Remark 1. Any subset of a large page set is also a large page set.De�nition 6. We all a maximal page set a large page set that is not ontainedin any other large page set.We explained before that every large ontent-page set omprises pages relatedby their ontent, and whih are often visited together. Obviously, we wouldn'thave any advantage in generating an orientation page for every large page set!This beause every large page set that is not maximal will retrieve itself in a seriesof other large and maximal page sets fat that would ause many redundantorientation pages! So, we are interested in knowing only the maximal ontent-page sets beause they give us the maximal, omplete lusters of pages relatedby their ontent. To obtain them from the large ontent-page sets that we havepreviously determined is a straightforward task.However, we are not yet at the end of our task. As we aÆrmed, we wantto generate orientation pages for groups of related-by-ontent pages that are notalready linked in the site So, it remains to detet, from every maximal ontent-pageset, the subsets of pages that, two by two, are urrently unlinked. We desribebellow, in an algorithmi form, a method to do this by working on a graph model.Algorithm ConnComp isSet H = ;;For every maximal ontent-page set previously determined, M=fpi1, : : :,pijg � P , DoAssoiate to M a graph G = (M;U); U � M �M where there is anedge (pi; pj) 2 U i� the pages pi and pj are unlinked (meaning thatthey are not linked in the sense we spei�ed above) in our site;



AUTOMATIC SUPPORT FOR IMPROVING INTERACTION WITH A WEB SITE 101Find all the onneted omponents of G and add them to H ;End For;End ConnCompThe algorithmConnComp supplies us the setH of all the onneted omponentsdetermined for all maximal ontent-page sets. For every onneted omponent inH there are two properties that follow from the way we de�ned G:� All the pages in a onneted omponent in H are ontent related;� Every onneted omponent in H has the property that eah two of itspages are not linked.We must note that it is not realisti to o�er to the visitors of the site orientationpages with hundreds of links, beause this wouldn't be of any help. Similarly,orientation pages with just a few links should be exluded, as not being signi�antenough and only burdening the site's struture. So, we agree to reasonably hoosetwo thresholds (min and Max, min < Max) to limit the number of links in anaeptable orientation page.Eventually, we generate one or more orientation pages for every onneted om-ponent in H like this:� If the onneted omponent has between min and Max pages, we gen-erate one orientation page ontaining a link for every page in the om-ponent;� If the onneted omponent has more than Max pages we break it intoparts of Max pages eah (exepting the last one, whih may have be-tween 1 and Max pages). For eah part we onstrut one orientationpage and we reate a parent index to point to the orientation pages orre-sponding to all these parts. So, we have a two-level orientation struture.We will not take into onsideration the onneted omponents with morethan Max2 pages; we think that suh ases have little hane to appearin pratie for a ommon site. For Max = 10, imagine what it means\hot" aess pattern that imply more than 100 pages!We point out that every possible improvement to the site (add-on orientationpages) is reported to the Webmaster to be aepted or not. Only the ontent ofpages is automatially supplied; the Webmaster will have to integrate the orienta-tion pages in the overall design of the site and plae them where he thinks adequate.So this approah brings in only non-destrutive transformations: hanges of thesite that leave existing struture intat.3. Heuristi Comparative StudyIn [5℄ grouping the pages above their ommon topi simply onsisted in �ndingolletions of pages that tend to o-our in visits. This proess didn't make dif-ferene between pages that were visited only for navigational purposes and those



102 ALINA CÂMPAN AND DARIUS BUFNEApages that really interested the user by their ontent. This fat an erroneously in-trodue some pages used for navigation, into one luster of related-by-topi pages,only beause they are plaed on a frequently used path between two ontent relatedpages.In turn, we identi�ed the pages that really share a partiular topi by makinguse of the onept of ontent transation [3℄. We explain now why this is true.In the ontext of lassifying a referene made by a user as either a naviga-tional or a ontent one, there are two ways of de�ning transations 3. One is tode�ne a transation as all of the navigation referenes up to and inluding eahontent referene for a user session | navigation-ontent transations. The otheris to ompound a transation as we did in this paper, from all of the ontentreferenes within a user session | ontent transations. Mining the repositoryof navigation-ontent transations alulated from a log and the one of ontenttransation determined for the same log will take us to di�erent results. The �rstapproah is, in a way, similar to what is desribed in [5℄ | mining navigation-ontent transation would essentially give the ommon traversal paths trough theWeb site towards ontent pages. Mining the ontent transations produes, inturn, assoiations between the ontent pages of a site, without any informationabout the path followed between the pages. We point out other signi�ant fatthat devolves from our approah: Web mining on ontent transations does notprodue assoiation rules that might be erroneously determined if we would on-sider all page referenes in a log. Imagine this situation: users that treat page Aas a navigation page do generally go on to the page B, but users that visit A as aontent page do not go on to B. In this ase, inluding navigational referenes intothe data mining proess will lassify A in the same luster as B. Mining ontenttransations will not produe this fake assoiation, beause rule A ) B will nothave minimum support. So, in this way, we grouped the pages related by theirontent with more auray than previously has been done.4. ConlusionsIn this paper we presented an approah to the problem of adaptive Web sites |synthesizing new pages to be added to the site in order to failitate the retrievalof information was already proposed before. What is new is the way we establishthe ontent of the orientation pages. We identi�ed the lusters of pages that reallyshare a partiular topi by making use of the onept of ontent transation. Weoutlined above the advantage of this tehnique.Referenes[1℄ Agrawal R., Srikant R., Fast Algorithms for Mining Assoiation Rules, InPro. of the 20th VLDB Conferene, pp. 487{499, Santiago, Chile, 1994(http://iteseer.nj.ne.om/agrawal94fast.html).
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STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000SPATIAL DATA CAPTURE IN GIS ENVIRONMENTA. M. IMBROANEAbstrat. Traditionally geographial data is presented on maps using sym-bols, lines and olours. A map is an e�etive medium for presentation anda database for storing geographial data. But herein lies some limitations.The stored information is proessed and presented in a partiular way andfor a partiular purpose. A map provides a �xed, stati piture of geographythat is almost always a ompromise between many di�erent users. Comparedto maps GIS (Geographial Information System) has the inherent advantagethat data storage and data presentation are separate and may be presentedand viewed in various ways. The ore of GIS environment is the mathingof spatial data (digital maps) and attribute data (the meaningful of spatialdata) together. The attribute data are in fat tables assoiated with geo-graphial features stored in spatial database. The main problem is apturingand storing spatial data in digital form. In this paper we will approah justspatial data apture in vetor format and not the database organization.1. IntrodutionThe geographi entities or objets in GIS are based on two di�erent types ofdata: spatial and attribute. Spatial data representation in GIS are lassi�ed intoraster and vetor, whih are dual with regard to spae bounding and spae �lling[6℄. Parallel to representational duality, there is the duality of spatial onepts,namely entity-based and �eld-based onepts [4℄. The fundamental di�erene be-tween the representations as well as between spatial onepts auses problems ininteroperability and multi-soure fusion [8℄. Attributes or desriptive, or aspatialdata are alphanumeri data related to the graphi entities. They are also alledthemati data beause they ontain themselves a theme of the graphi features.Attributes of vetor units are stored in omputer �les as reords or tuples that maybe linked to them by pointers. Usually the attributes are stored in traditional re-lational database. This operation is alled geooding or address mathing. Thefat is that attributes data an be linked with other tabular data (external) andso the new data an be proessed together with the others. This is one of thepowerful spei� operations in GIS. Spatial data and attribute data an be stored2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 91B99.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. J.2. [Computer Appliations℄ : Physial Sienesand Engineering { Earth and Atmospheri Sienes.104



SPATIAL DATA CAPTURE IN GIS ENVIRONMENT 105separately or together depending of the database design performed by the GIS pro-prietary. A geographial database is a set of geometri entities (spatial features)and attributes. The major problems are to apture, store, manipulate, maintainand proess the spatial data. In order to obtain a digital map whih an be pro-essed by GIS software it has to be depited in separated themati layers, like:topography, geology, hydrology, and so on. The next step is to separate points,lines and polygons assoiated with real entities from the layers above. And �nally,eah graphi feature, points, lines, polygons have to ontain just a single theme,like towns, roads, administrative boundaries.In this paper we will approah only vetor format and related attributes. Thevetor format an be represented in two omponents: geometri (graphi) data andtopologial data. Geometri data have a quantitative nature and are used to rep-resent oordinates, lines, areas et. The two-dimensional vetor format has threesubtypes: point, line and polygon, named features. These features are alled also`graphis primitives' (de�nition borough from CAD/CAM software). Geometri,or non-topologial data models are those in whih any positional information arereorded. The reognition of individual spatial units as separate unonneted ele-ments haraterized the early data organization for digital artography. Topolog-ial data desribe the relationship between the geometri data. There are severaltypes of topologial relationship: onnetivity, adjaeny, and inlusion. Exam-ples of queries onerning topologial relationship are: whih areas are neighborsof eah other (adjaeny), whih lines are onneted and form a network or a road(onnetivity), and whih lakes lie in a ertain ountry (inlusion). Topologialdata are not always stored expliitly, beause in priniple they an be derived fromgeometri data. Note that this de�nition of topologial data is slightly di�erentfrom the striter one used in mathematis.To avoid the onfusions and for simpliity it is better that every type featurerepresents only one type of an objet in a layer. Example: in a point theme wehave only towns and not other kind of point objet. In a line theme we have onlyrivers and not roads.2. Data apture programs in pseudo-ode form for point featureThe ore of the vetor data storage is the apturing data from digitizer tablet.This proedure will be used for point feature storage, line feature storage, andpolygon feature storage. We have di�erent programs in pseudo-ode for the threespatial features: point, line and polygon.Program POINT {Captures and stores x,y oordinates}open VECTOR_POINTrepeatread od {od =1 write in file, od =-1 end}all DIGITIZE(x,y,id$)put id$,x,y



106 A. M. IMBROANEuntil od =-1lose VECTOR_POINTendSubsequently we will illustrate the transfer of a string of data in ASCII formatfrom a tablet and extrat the (x,y) oordinate. The proedure DIGITIZE allsthe port repeatedly looking for the data, assembles the (x,y) oordinates.proedure DIGITIZE(x,y,id$) {Get x, y and id$}all GET_STRING(str$)x=num(val(str$,1,4))y=num(val(str$,5,4))id$= num(val(str$,9,4)endproedureproedure GET_STRING(str$) {Extrats haraters from the port}str$="":port_signal=0repeatall PORT(port_signal)all INKEY(key$)if key$ <> " " thenhar$=GET$str$=str$+har$endifuntil (har$=hr$(10)) or (key = " ")endproedureVal$ funtion extrats x, y values and the identi�er from a spei� part ofstring, Num funtion onverts from string to numeri value. So the x oordinateis obtained at the numerial value of part of str$ string, starting at the harater1 and ending at harater 4; y is starting at harater 5 and ending at 8. Theidenti�er feature (id$) is extrated from harater position 9 and end at 12. Theprogram may be used for ontrol points and point theme as well.The next step is to reate attribute table linked together with VECTOR POINTwhih ontain desriptive data on point features. This mean to open VEC-TOR POINT and read every identi�er ode and reate for it a �eld (harateror numeri). In subsequent we present the program in general form.Program ATTRIBUTE_POINT {Creates the attribute table}open VECTOR_POINT {assigned to point feature table}open ATTRIB_POINTrepeatget id$,x,yrepeatput id$read file_type {1 for har 0 for numeri -1 for finish}if file_type=1 then read hr_field$put hr_field$



SPATIAL DATA CAPTURE IN GIS ENVIRONMENT 107if file_type=0 then read num_fieldput num_fielduntil file_type=-1until endfilelose VECTOR_POINTlose ATTRIB_POINTendUsually just a few �elds are generated in the attribute data �le. More data anbe joined from an external relational database. The join ondition is that every�le has a ommon �eld.Examples. Assume that we must reate a point theme, whih is represent-ing towns at suÆient small sale that the shape of the town is not important.In the VECTOR POINT �le we have the oordinates of every town and in AT-TRIBUTE POINT we an have the subsequent �elds: town ode (whih must beunique), name, population and so on.3. Data apture programs for line featureFor the line feature storage it is onvenient to use multi-button ursor. Thefuntionality of the buttons is pre-spei�ed. Here we de�ne one button (say button1) to denote a digitized point, another (button 2) to mean `start node { start ofar', and the other (button 3) `end node end of ar'. The following ode showshow a vetor of points an be build up by orretly interpreting inoming datafrom the tablet using this priniple. Suh ode normally is treated as a proedureor a sub-routine within the program ontrolling the data generation proess.Program LINE {Captures line feature}open VECTOR_LINErepeatread od {od=1 write in file; od=-1 for end}k=0repeatall GET_STRING (str$)k=k+1on$=val(str$,9,1)x=num(val(str$,1,4))y=num(val(str$,5,4))if on$="button2" then beginline(k,1)=x: line(k,2)=y endif on$="button3" then beginline(k,3)=x: line(k,4)=y endif on$="button1" then beginline(k,3)=x: line(k,4)=yline(k+1,1)=x: line(k+1,2)=yendif



108 A. M. IMBROANEuntil on$="button3"read id$put id$kk=k-1 {kk = total number of segments}put line(1,1),line(1,2),line(1,3),line(1,4),kkfor k=1 to kkput line(k+1,1), line(k+1,2)endforuntil od=-1lose VECTOR_LINEendThe attribute �le ontains desription data on line feature. Usually line at-tribute ontains the ar length, beside others. This harateristi is required inalmost all spatial proedures analysis. The algorithms that follow use the nextfuntions two ompute the length of a segment and area of a triangle:length(x1,y1,x2,y2) = sqrt((x1-x2)*(x1-x2)+(y1-y2)*(y1-y2))area(x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3) = (x1*y2+x2*y3+x3*y1-y1*x2-y2*x3-y3*x1)/2An algorithm for the attribute �le is given below.Program ATTRIBUTE_LINE {Creates attribute table for line feature}open VECTOR_LINEopen ATTRIB_ LINErepeatget id$,xs,ys,xe,ye,nlen =length(xs,ys,x(1),y(1))for i=1 to n-1len = len + length(x(i),y(i),x(i+1),y(i+1))endforlen = len + length(x(n),y(n),xe,ye)put id$put lenrepeatread file_type {1 for har, 0 for numeri, -1 for finish}if file_type=1 then read hr_field$put hr_field$if file_type=0 then read num_fieldput num_fielduntil file_type=-1until endfilelose VECTOR_LINElose ATTRIB_ LINEendExamples. If LINE VECTOR refers to roads, the attribute data must be odeof the road, name, length, quality and so on. If LINE VECTOR refers to rivers,



SPATIAL DATA CAPTURE IN GIS ENVIRONMENT 109attribute data must be ode of the river, name, length, quality, mean debit and soon. 4. Data apture programs for polygon featureThe polygon theme is in a way synonym with the line theme. In fat a polygonis a losed line (start point and end point are the same). When the line is �nishedplaing the ursor in the right loation (exatly in the same loation where thestart point is) might be problemati. This is a real problem beause we are notable to mark exatly the same point at di�erent times (if we move a little bit theursor). It is an \error" problem. So it is neessary to establish an error insidewhih the two points represent the same point. It is often named snap node error(or snap node tolerane). This is linked with the digitizer preision. Anyway theerror is establish suÆiently small for the purpose of using the map. Operatorspei�es this error before the digitizing proess is running. If the two nodes areinside error tolerane, the start node `snap' the end node and therefore we havejust one node (xe=xs, ye=ys).Every polygon must ontain an isolated point inside the polygon (not neessarilyin entre) named entroid. Like for the line feature storage we use a multi-buttonursor.Program POLYGON {Captures and stores polygon features}open VECTOR_POLYread snap_pointrepeatread od {if od=1 then apture polygon; if od=-1 then end}10 k=0repeatall GET_STRING (str$)k=k+1on$=val(str$,9,1)x=num(val(str$,1,4))y=num(val(str$,5,4))if on$="button2" then beginline(k,1)=x: line(k,2)=yend else if on$="button3" then beginline(k,3)=x: line(k,4)=yend else if on$="button1" then beginline(k,3)=x: line(k,y)=yline(k+1,1)=x: line(k+1,2)=yenduntil on$="button3"xs=line(k,1): ys=line(k,2): xe=line(k,3): ye=line(k,4)dist = length(xs,ys,xe,ye)if dist>snap_point then goto 10



110 A. M. IMBROANEkk=k-1 {kk = total number of segments}read id$put id$put xs,ys, kkall DIGITIZE (x,y,id$)put x,yfor k=1 to kkput line(k+1,1), line(k+1,2)endforuntil od=-1lose VECTOR_POLYendA multi-polygon map often requires a hierarhial data struture beause poly-gons will share ommon boundary and line segments will terminate at the ommonnodes. Moreover, to produe artographi output, any ombination of polygonsmay be required.Usually the attribute table ontains beside identi�er, both perimeter and areaof the polygon, followed by an arbitrary number of �elds. For the perimeter wean use the same proedure as for ar length. The measurement of an irregularfeature suh a polygon an be done by alulating the areas of the trapezoids underthe suessive line segments whih make up the polygon [1℄. Another method for�nding area of a polygon is to deompose the polygon in triangles using the entroidoordinate, and �nally alulate area of eah triangle.For an e�etive evaluation of the area we depit the polygon in three parts:�rst triangle, intermediate triangles and last triangle. A pseudo-ode program forattribute �le is:Program ATTRIBUTE_POLY {Creates the attribute table}open VECTOR_ POLY {assoiated with polygon feature}open ATTRIB_ POLYrepeatget id$,xs,ys,nget x,ylen = length(xs,ys,x(1),y(1))a = area(xs,ys,x(1),y(1),x,y)for i=1 to n-1len = len + length(x(i),y(i),x(i+1),y(i+1))a = a + area(x(i),y(i),x(i+1),y(i+1),x,y)endforlen = len + length(x(n),y(n),xs,ys)a = a + area(xs,ys,x(n),y(n),x,y)put id$,len,arearepeatread file_type {1 for har, 0 for numeri, -1 for finish}if file_type=1 then read hr_field$



SPATIAL DATA CAPTURE IN GIS ENVIRONMENT 111put hr_field $if file_type=0 then read num_fieldput num_fielduntil file_type=-1until endfilelose VECTOR_ POLYlose ATTRIB_ POLYendData entry proess, suh as retrieval of themati data from seondary soures, ortopographi data apture from digitizing operations, are typially managed withina GIS. The task is to provide the user with tehniques for interfaing with inputdevie and �le handling proedures.Referenes[1℄ Braken I., Webster C., Information Tehnology in Geography and Planning, Routledge,London, 1990.[2℄ Butten�eld B.P., Digital De�nitions of Sale Dependent Line Strutures, in Proeeding AutoCarto M.J. Blakemore (ed), vol. I, 1986, 497{506.[3℄ Foley J. D. and Van Dam A., Fundamentals of Computer Graphis, Addison-Wesley, Reading,Mass, 1982.[4℄ Frank A.U., Spatial Conepts, Geometri Data Models and Geometri Data Strutures, Com-puters & Geosiene, 18, 1992, 409-417.[5℄ Imbroane, A.M., Moore D., Init�iere �̂n GIS �si Teledetet�ie, Presa Univ. Clujean�a, Cluj-Napoa, 1999.[6℄ Peuquet D.J., A Coneptual Framework and Comparison of Spatial Data Models, Carto-graphia, 66, 1984, 113{121.[7℄ Wallae V.L., The Semantis of Graphis Input Devies, Computer Graphis, 10, 1976, 1,61{65.[8℄ Winter S., Bridging Vetor and Raster Representation in GIS, ACM, 11, 1998, 57{63.\Babes�-Bolyai" University, Faulty of GeographyE-mail address: alex�geografie.ubbluj.ro
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